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UMSL appeal denied in Brady case
However, insurance companies"push legislation to avoid similar cases in'the future

The Current and The
New York Times will host
"News and Noon" this
Wednesday, March 7 in
314 MSC . Deborah
Cohen will speak about
immigration from noon
until 1 p.m.

By PAUL HACKBARTH

Design Edit01'

INSIDE
BrightFligbt
scholarships to

receive more funding
See page 3

, The Missouri Supreme Court
refused to hear UM-St. Louis' appeal
in Baseball Coach Jim Brady's age discrimination and retaliation case
Tuesday.
"I was just ... ecstatic," Brady said.
"It's equivalent to when you see the
final out of a game."
Brady's final settlement amounts to
more than $1.5 million, which includes
nearly a quarter-million dollars in
interest. Of that, Athletics Director Pat

Quick Read

Dolan must pay $100,000.
. Brady will also receive back pay in
Sen: John Loudin (R-Ballwin) is sponsora salary he would have received if he
ing Senate Bill 532, which would
were full time instead of part .time
change the criteria for suing public
between 2002 and,200S, plus medical
instituitions for discrimination under the
benefits, which were cut during his
Missouri human rights law. Head
term as head baseball coach.
Baseball Coach Jim Brady sued the
Brady found out Tuesday aftemool)
University for violating the law in 1998.
when his lawyer, Jerome Dobson, left
a voicemail on his phone. As Brady .
went to call DQbson back, Bryan idates my perseveJance," Brady said.
Bur'Yell, sports columnist for the St.
The statement released by the court
Louis Post-Dispatch, called to tell him states, 'The University's application
for transfer from the .Court of Appeals'
the news.
"I can honestly say I've seen this has been denied," according to
. through to its fruition and it really val- Dobson.

Athlerics Director Pat Dolan
referred comments 'to Bob Samples,
director of media, marketing and printing services at UM-St. Louis, who
referred questions to UM spokesman
Scott Charron.
As of Wednesday afternoon,
Charton said University system
lawyers had received the decision and
were revipwing it. He had no further
comment as of Friday..
"I think this means the case is over,
that it's the end of the road," Dobson
said.

See BRADY, page 10

'WHITE AND NERDY' AT THE RHA DRAG SHOW

'Scissorhands'
comes to tbe Fox
The show will be at the
Fox through March 11.
See "page 8

literature on
Campus
me Current takes a look
at the many different outlets for a wide range of
writers on campus.

Carrie Fasisica • ..IIloda.<P /'bolo &iJ1or

Grace Ritter as Justin Sane is just so "white' and nerdy" during Mr. and Mrs. RHA on Wednesday, Feb 28. Justin Sane won second
place in the pageant.
'

See page 6

AT MR. AND MRS. RHA PAGEANT

ON EWES
~hfQ:U_ _
mt
...car.
Web poll results:
Which team will finish
with a betterrecord,
softball Of baseball?

DUDE L'OOKS
LIKE A LADY
AND THE LADIES DRESS UP TO
LOOK LIKE DUDES
STORY BY SARAH O'BRIEN •
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Residential Life beld its annual drag
show, Mr. & Ms. RHA, last Wednesday at 7
p.m. in the Pilot House. .
UM-St. Louis graduate, Tyler Cross, who
is now a professional drag queen, hosted the
show. Cross perfornied as Siren with' a mix
. of comedy and lip-synced numbers for the
entertainment of those who attended the
event.
The event included a drag show competition during which men and women tried
their hands at acting like the opposite sex.
However, the drag queens, men performing as women, outnmnbered the drag kings,
women performing as men.
The performers ""'ere required to do "two
sets," one being called the "talent" portion of

tnt
Visit www.thecurrentonline.com for
a photo gallery of this year's Mr.
and Mrs. RHA pageant.

------------ --the contest and the other part \\ as a question
and ill1S wer session.
The questions were provided by members
of the Residential Hall Association.

See DRAG SHOW. page 10
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Rails takes
over as
chair of
election
committee
B y SARAH O'BRIEN

Assistant News Editor
The Student Government Association
accepted the appointment ofErian Rails,
senior, business administration, as the
new Election Committee chair March 2.
'Taz resigned," Ke\cy Siddall, senior,
economics, and newly appointed Vice
President of SGA said. "Erian Rails is
assuming the Chair position."
Nick Koechig, senior, political science and president of SGA appointed
Rails to take the position after the resignation of Tanzeena 'Taz" Hossain, senior, psychology.
'Tanzeena resigned because of other
commitments, she was really busy this
semester," Koechig said.
The appointment of the elections committee
had
been
delayed earlier in
. the semester.
"I need to get
everything
organized with
the
liineline"
because it's off,"
Brian Rails
Rails said. "1
have to get it
running the way
SGA President Nick
it needs to even Koechig appointed
though we're TIot Brian Rails the neo.v
on schedule. "
el~jo n committee
Hossain was chair after Taznzeena
not available for Hossain resigned.
comment
Hossain quit because
The Election of other commitCommitte e, ments, Koechig said.
chaired by Rails,
also includes: Janice Koriatek senior,
nursing; Adam Richter, junior, ~tudio art;
D' Andre"Braddix, senior criminal justice ; Tegan Viggers. senior, communication ; and Traci Oark, enior, nursing.
"I' m excjted, its a good group of pe0ple and I think it will get done right,"
Richter said.
Rails addressed the assembly on asking them to avoid coming to him about
past problems with the elections,
because it was out of his hands.
"Any discrepancy that happened., I'm
not in control of." Rails said. "Nick
appointed me, I think, because 1 showed
a special interest in the elections. I want
as many people to run as JXlssible."
The job of the Election Committee is
to recommend certain rules and procedureS for the elections to follow, which
the assembly would approve.
"I want them to be aware of the rules,
I want to go into depth over the rules
with the candidates so they know what
they can and can't do." Rails saicL "My
ultimate goal is to have no complaints of
rule violation. The candidates should
know the rules before they begin office."
An in-depth rules reading will take
place on Friday, March 23, where candidates must attend.

SGA proposes resolution for residents' parking woes on south campus
By SARAH O'BRIEN

Baseball
Assistan t News Editor

Softball
Hardball with Chris
Matthel/llS on MSNBC

This week's .question
What would you do with
Coach Brady's
$1.5 million?
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Guodong Zhang, representative for Beta AJpha Psi yawns durtng the
two-hour long SGA meeting March 2. The meeting covered items
such as vice-chair elections, SGA budget, and a resolution thanking
Elson Floyd for his term as UM system president.

At the meeting of the Student
Government Association on March 2,
the executive committee brought to the
assembly ·a resolution regarding UMSt. Louis residential parking.
Residents of the UM-St. Louis dormitories are required to pay $18 per
credit hour for parking passes, just as
every University student is.
Carlo Manaois, senior, psychology,
is proposing a resolution on behalf of
residents who do not use their car
aTOill1d campus, but leave campus oil.
weekends.
"Many residents don't drive around
campus, they take the shuttles, or
walk," Manaois said.
According to Bryan Goers, junior,
secondary education, residents of the
University Meadows are not required
to buy parking passes.

Qu'd( R
The SGA assembly discussed a resolution to ease student residents' parkin9
issues on South Campus, including
more 'residents only' parking next to
dorms and more reasonable prices for
parking passes.
"Parking fees are essentially already
covered in what they pay to live in the
Meadows," Goers saicL
.
The resolution stated that manyresidents were unhappy with the current
parking pass system that the University
offered. An additional request of the
residents wa~ for more "resident only"
parking next to the dormitories.
The parking problem on South
Campus arises from too many programs in one building, according (0 the
resolution.
The nursing program, as well as the
Pierre Laclede . Honors College, call
Provincial House and Marillac Hall

home, creating inconvenient parking
for the residents living. in Provincial
House and Oak Hall.
The SGA resolved to "recommend
that the University works with residents in an effort to change and
improve the current parkIDg pass system."
This resolution to better student
parking was pasSed with only two
abstentions from vote.
The SGA assembly also passed a
second resolution to thank Elson Floyd,
President of the UM system, for his
"tireless" assistance to the students of
the University of Missouri.
Floyd has been the president since
January 2002. Earlier this year, he
announced that he would be accepting
a position as the 10th president of
Washington State University, and leaving the UM system at the end of the
2006- 2007 academic year.

- -_._- - -- --- - See SGA, page 10
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MONDAY, FEB. 26
STOLEN AUTO - NEAR DAUGHTERS OF
CHARIlY BUILDING LOT JJ
The victim reported that his silver 2006
Scion two-door was stolen sometime between
Friday night and Monday morning. The victim
said he thinks he parked it in the lot in front of
the building. The vehicle was .entered into the
regional computer system as stolen.
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Patricia Lee • Copy Editor
Mabel Suen • Asst. Copy Editor
Paul Hackbarth • Design Editor
Jason Granger • News Editor
Sarah O'Brien • Asst. News Editor
Amy Recktenwald • Features Editor
(ate Marquis. A&E Editor
LaGuan Fuse • Sports Editor .
Myron McNeill • Opinons Editor
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Elizabeth Gearhart. Cartoonist
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TRESPASSING- OLD NORMANDY HOSPITAL

Staff Writers

PROPERlY DAMAGE - PARKING LOT K
The victim reported a new dent in the side of
a vehicle. It appears that after a high school basketball game at the Mark Twain gym, n merolls
small tights erupted in the parking lots. The
damage was most li.kel y caused by fans from the
opposing tean1. No injwies or other damage
were repolted.

Two campus officers were checking on the '
interior of the abandoned building \vhen they .
heard a person walking in the hallway. The officers located the person hiding in an electrical
room closet. The subject was ordered out and
arrested for trespassing. The suspect indicated
he was there to remove "scrap" from the building. The subject was given a summons for trespassing and released pending notification by the
court.
Remember that crime prevention i.s a community ejj'OIT, and anyone having injomzation
concerning this or any ()ther iJu:icients s/wuld
COllfac{ the camp us police at 516-5155.

Zach Meyer, Stephanie Soleta, Molly Buyat,
Erin McDaniel, Melissa Godar, Mark
McHugh, Tom Schnable, Rachael Yamnitz,
Andrew Tonner, Tom Bremer, Emily Ogle, Sao
Souriyavongsa

Staff Photographers
Valerie Breshears, Jennifer Clasquin, Angela
Clouse, Matthew Hill, Jessica Morris

-

The River-men won the Division II Great Plains Collegiate Inline Hockey League Regional Championship Tournament on
Sun$ Y night against Truman State.
.

All listings use 516 prefixes unless otherwise
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7

Celebrate Social Justice Month

Hunger Banquet

Social Justice Month kicks off with
Hunger Awarene Week at the Information
l ilble in the lV1tllennium Student Center
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. There v·till
be a 'oup line in the Nosh from 11 am. to 1
p.m. Purchase a meal of soup and bread for
$2 today and Thesday, March 6. Proceeds
will go to prevent hunger worldwide. Call
(3 14) 385-3455 for more details.

In observance of Social Justice Month, the
Catholic Newman Center will hold a Hunger
Banquet at 12:30 p.~. in Century Room A
and B at the Millennium Student Center. the
banquet will be set up 0 that participants can
expelience the wlequal distribution of weal.th
in the world. A free meal will be provided.
An informational table will be et up from .
10:30 a.rn. to 12:30 p.rn. in the Millennium
Student Center. Call Tracy at (31~) 38~-3455
to register for the banquet

Monday Noon Series .
Faculty from the Department of Foreign
Languages and Literatures will read poems
that celebrate various fomls of poetry from
arow1d the world at 12:15 p.m in 229 I.e.
Penney Conference Center. Refreshments
will be served. Ths event is free and open
to the public. Call 5699 for more information:

TUESDAY, MARCH 6

Art Students 'Check Out'
Seventeen aI1 students will hold an
exhibit called "Check Out" from 7 to 9 p.m.
at Gallery FAB, 201 Fine Arts Building.
They will display their work together for the
last tin1e before graduation through March
15. The exhibit is free and open to the public. Refreshments and music by The
Province will be provided opening night.
Call 5997 for more information and normal
galJery hours .

D.ebate: Iraq War, Foreign Policy
Political scientists J. Martin Rochester and
Frederic S. Pearson will face off in a debate
titled" An Assessment of the Iraq War and the
J3ush
Foreign
Policy: Point and
Counterpoint," at 7:30 p.m. in Century Room
C at the Millennium Student Center. The
debate is free and open to the public. Call
7299 for more information.

News at Noon Series

Distinguished Speaker Series

-

314-516-6810

Fax

314-516·6811

lEmRS TO THE EDITOR Letters to the editor should be brief, and
those not exceeding 250 words will be
given preference. We edit letters for clarity
and length; not for dialect. correctness,
intent or grammar. All letters must be
sig~d and must indude a daytime phone
number. Students must include their student 10 numbers. Faculty and staff must
include. their title(s) and department(s).
Editor·in-chief reserves the right to
respond to letters. The Current reserves
the right to deny letters.

File Photo

Social Justice Month kicks off with Hunger Awareness Week ·at the information
table in the Millennium Student Center from 10:30 ·a.m. to 12:30 p;m.

.ABOIJ1f US

FRIDAY, MARCH 9
.Gallery Visio Exbib~
Gallery Visio will present "UMSL Women
on the Move 2007," all exhibition of artwork
by UM-St. Louis women students, staff and
alumni from 4 to 7 p.rn. It will rull through
April 13 and is free and open to the public.
Call 7922 for more information and normal
galleq hours.

Auditions: hip hop, African dance

Two foreign films will be screened today
to celebrate Foreign Language Week, which
mns March 5 to 9. "La Doublure" (French)
will be shown at 12:30 p.rn. in 210 Lucas
Hall. "Electra" (Greek) will be shown 'at 3
p.rn. in 100 Lucas Hall. TIle fr1ms are subtitled in English. The celebration will culminate with a Foreign Language Cultural Fair
at 3 p.m. March 9 in 527 Clark Hall. Go to
the Foreign Languages & Literatures homepage for more infonnation.

Ronald P. Loui, professor of computer science at Washington University in St. Louis,
will discuss "Streaming AI and hardwarebased document classification" at 2:30 p.m.
in 302 Computer Center Building.
Refreshments will be served at 2 p.rn. Ths
even is free and open to the pUblic. Call 6355
for more information.

Team Trivia Night

Texas Hold 'Em for Hunger Toumament
will be at 6:30 p.m. in the Pilot House at the
Millerinimn Student Center. A $10 donation
is suggested for admission. Proceeds go to
prevent worldwide hunger. Call (314) 385,
3455 for more infonnation.

Employment

httpJ/www.thecurrentonline.com

SATURDAY, MARCH 10

The Arianna String Quartet will perfonn .
"Beethoven: The Complete String Quartets"
at 7:30 p.m. at the Sheldon Concert Hall,
3648 Washington Blvd. in St. Louis.
TickeLs are $20 for adults, $lS for seniors,
and free for srudents. Call 4507 for more
infonnation.

314-516·5175

ON THE WEB

Computer science colloquium

[ Hold' Em for Hunger Tournament

Business

, -'

Foreign Language Films

Perionnance: "Beethoven"

314-516-5316

One University Blvd .
. St.Louis, Missouri 63121

The Department of Theater and Dance
will bold auditions for a new dance group that
will perform hip hop, step, ana African dance
from noon to 3 p.m. in the Pilot House at the
Millennium SUldent Center. Beginning and
experienced dancers are welcome. For More
infonnation, email raedkc@umsl.edu

THURSDAY, MARCH 8

Advertising

Mail I 388 MSC

News at Noon is a new forum for faculty
and students to discuss current events.
Deborah Cohen, assistant professor of history
and a fellow in the Institute for Women's and
Gender Studies at UMSL, will discuss
"Immigration " from noon- to 1 p.m. in 314
Millennium Student Center. Pizza will be
provided. Th,e program is free and open to
students. Call 5692 for more infomlation.

Cynthia Brinkley, president of AT&T
will speak 'at 5:30 p.m. in the E. Desmond
and Mary Ann Lee TIleater at the Touhill
PeIfo~g Arts Center. Her lecurre is part
of the Distinguished Speaker Series and will
focus on women in business. A reception
will follow at 6:30 p.m. Ths event is free
and open to the public. For more information, caI1.544?

314-516-5174

Email I thecurrent®umsl.edu

University Jazz Combo to
Perfonn at Touhill
The University Jazz Combo will pelfonn
at 7:30 p.rn. at the Touhill Performing Aits
Center. They will play music by Thelonious
Monk, Joe Heriderson, Miles Davis, Charlie
Parker, Tom HaITeil, Herbie Hancock and
others. This concert is free and open to the
public. Call 4235 for more information.

Newsroom

indica~.

Your eekly calendar of. campus events
MONDAY, MARCH 5

. CONTACT US

Got a tip for a story or photo opportunity?
Have a correction to report? Do you have
a question or comment for our staff? Are
you interested in working at The Current?
Please contact us:

Matt Johnson • PboIO FtJiJor

. "What's Current!' is a free service for all student organlUltions and campus departments. Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. the Thursday before pubtiCatJon Space
consideration is given to student organizations and is o'n a first-come, first-served
basis. We suggest all postings be submitted at le.ast one week prior to the event.
Email event listings to thecurrent@umsl.edu.

-

..

MONDAY, MARCH 12
Search for New President '.'
. The University of Missouri Board of
Curators wi)l conduct six public fOf\!.ll1S,<u:ound
. the stite in March to discuss its search for the
. institution's next president. The first will be
.held from 3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. J.e. Penney
Building, Room 126.

TUESDAY, MARCH 13

2007 Trailblazer Ceremony
"Generations of Women Moving History
Forward," the 2007 Trailblazer ceremony will
be at 1 p.m. in the Century Rooms at the
Millennium Studen~ Center. This event is free
and open to the public. Call 5695 for more
infonnation.

1rhr Q:urrcnt
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SUNDAY, MARCH 4
'UMSL Day'

.

.
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ADVERTISING

mbe*etu lork{f~
' . present

Team Trivia Night to benefit the John
Peny Staff Association Scholarship Fund at
UM-St. Louis will be at 7 p.m. at Wild Acres
Park, · 10400 Midland Blvd . .in Overland.
Tickets are $13 in advance and $15 at the
door. Call 6013 for more information.

,

llie Current is published weekly on
Mondays. Advertising rates are available
upon request; terms. conditions and
restrictions apply.
The Current. financed in part by student
activities fees, is not an official publication
of UM-St. Louis.
- The University is not responsible for the
content of The Currentandlor its policies.
Commentary and columns reflect the opinion of the individllal aLJthor.
Unsigned editorials reflect the opinion of
the majority of the Editorial Board. The,
Current requests the courtesy of at least
24-hour advance nOTIce for all events to be
covered. Advertisements do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The CurrenC its staff
members or the University.
All materials contained in each printed
and online issue are property of llie
Current and may not be reprinted, reused
or reproduced withoLJt the prior, expressed
and written consent of The Current.
First copy is free; all subsequent copies
are 25 cents and are available at the
offic;es of The Current. '

News at Noon
In an effort to create a forum to discuss
cunent events fro~ multiple perspectives
. in a focused, jnformative, deliberate manner. These discussions will focus on the
responsibility each of ·us has to be
informed citizetls, highlighting the press
and its role in democracy. In order to
increaSe out of class int~ra~tiOl~s tweeT)
faculty and students
.

AirUM-St. Louis students, alumn i, faculty 'and staff are ~ntrtled to free c1assi·
fied advertisements of 40 words or less.
The Current also offers display advertisements at a rate of $8.75 per column
inch for off campus advertisers and
$7.75 for on campus 'organizations and
departments. Various discounts may
apply. To receive an. advertising rate
card. contact our advertising or busines's
staff or download a rate card from our
•
. Web site at
www.thecurrentonline.comladrates.

If

Discussion Topic: IlJ]migrAtion
"UMSLDay" will begin at 1:30 p.lll. at the
Millennium Student Center. This will be an
open house for prospective students andfamilies. Call (888) GO-2-UMSL for more information.

With Deborah·Cohen
This Wednesday in the MSC, soom 314
CQU.EGIATE

PRESS

'
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Efforts u"derwaylorestore funding to Stadler-Benton complex
By

JASON GRANGER

News Editor
An OMNIBUS bill has been introduced at the Missouri legislature, in an
effort to restore funding to buildings
cut -out of the Missouri Higher
Education Loan Authority loan selloff.
The buildings cut, including
Benton-Stadler Hall at UM-St. Louis,
are buildings that could possibly house
stem cell re..<;earch.in the future.

The proposetl sale of the
MOI-iELA loans, which is endorSed
by .Gov. 'Matt Blunt, would provide
$350 million for btiilding projects to
all the state universities and community colleges.
UM-St. Louis ChancelloJ Tom
George said the funds are desperately
needed to renovate .Benton-Stadler
Hall, which houses the University's
science department.
''The situation is, it's probably our
oldest academic building on campus,"
George said. "It needs electrical work

and Qther renovations."
George said the issues in BentonStadler have gotten so severe, it is to
the point that UM-St. Louis is having
trouble competing for science students.
"A number of high school teaching
labs are getting better," George said.
"And they are better than ours."
. George said part of the problem is
the issue has become .partisan, with
more Republicans supporting reinstating the funding than Democrats.
"Some people opposed to the sale '

are against it because they don't want
to see any restrictions at all," George
said.
The legal wrangling dealing with
the sale of the loan has impeded the
progress of other building projects at
the other state universities as well. At
UM-Columbia, a life sciences building had to be scrapped due to pressure
from Missouri pro-life groups.
The building will now house a cancer treatment center and medical
teaching facility. Blunt has gone on
record saying the life sciences building

would have had a more beneficial
impact on Missouri's economy.
Missouri Right to Life President
Pam Fichter has said the group opposes any plan that would provide funding to buil9ings that fund "life destroying research."
Despite the outside pressures,
GeQrge is confident the funding will
get passed.
"Obviously, I'm partial [to d1e sale
of the loans] because I want die money
to renovate Benton-Stadler," George
said. "I am optimistic and ever hopeful

about funding for Benton-Stadler."
The OMNIBUS bill will go before
the State House and Senate later in the
year, and could be on the governor's
desk by the end of d1e school year.
Opponents of stem cell research
were pleased by legislative language
excluding bUildings iliat could house
embryonic stem cell research from
receiving' the money. Fichter has said
in the pa~t liat Missouri Right to Life
will continue to fight to keep public
institutions from performing the
research.

Two bills would "allow student curator vote Bright Flight recipients
Legislation comes as next student curator is chosen to replace Kerford
Maria
Keriord, student representative to
the Board of
Curators,
speaks 'during the SGA
Meeting
Friday in the

BYPAUi.. HACKBARTH

. Design Editor

The search is on to replace student
curator Maria' Kerford from UM-St.
Louis.
Her term expires soon and two
. bills trying to give future student
curators a vote are winding through
the Missouri Legislature.
Senate Bill 106 sponsored by
Sen. Chuck Graham (D-Ccilumbia) '
and House Bill 613, sponsored by
Rep. Bryan Pratt (R-Blue Springs)
have been heard in their respective
conmilttees.
Ted Famen, chief of staff for
Graham, said Graham "feels it's
important for students to' have a voice
in certain things," Farnen said. ''Take · .
the example of tuition. Every year,
it's an increased cost, and
[Grahamlhe feels a student representative should get one vote on tuition."
The House version of the student
curator vote bill, which may be voted the student curator received a vote.
on in committee as early as March 6,
'The student will serve two years
has had influence from the student in one congressional district, then
lobbyist group, Associated Students rotate to another congressional disof the University of Missouri,
trict's physical voting seat,"
Megan Block, legislative director Stevenson said. "However, the rotafor ASUM, said the group has testi- tion between the four UM campuses
fied at hearings and met committee does not change and that will continue."
members.
"We bad one intembelp draft the
The student representative would
bill ",rith Pratt, which includes lie ' replace a cUrator ftom one of the nine
plan for the rotation," Block said.
congressional distric.t.~ in the state,
The intcin, Craig Stevenson, from meaning when one tudent curator's
Columbia, helped design the bilfand I term is up, me next student curator
explained how things would work if chosen from a different campu ' or

SGA chambers_

different congressional district would
take the place of a ';regu1ar" outgoing
curator from that congressional'district.
Instead of the Missouri governor
appointing three new regular curators, the gOYernor would appoll1t a
student curator and two other regular
curators.
In addition to helping draft the
bill, Block said Stevenson ''took the
initiative and created a F acebook
grauJ). "hi h after ahout two d
had ov ' 200 members." The group,
"Studen
For A Ole on our

Governing Boards," now has more
than 300 members.
Using Facebook, a social networking Web site popular with many
students, was an innovative form of
lobbying, Stevenson said.
"Senator
Gral1am
and
Representative Pratt recommended
we get public inp~t to be included
about allowing a vote for the student
on the governing board. They asked,
'how do we know what we're doing
\ tat the students want us to do'!'"
See CURATOR VOTE, page. 10

could receive more in
scholarships next year
' By JASON G RANGER
News Edilor

New legislation in Jefferson City
is aiming to increase nmding to the
Bright Flight scholarship program.
House Bill 1428 proposes to double the scholarship money to $4,000
per year. Presently, students who
score in the top three percentile of
those taking the ACT or SAT college
aptitude tests are eligible for a $2,000
. per year scholarshiP. which is renewable provided lie student maintains a
2.0 grade point average while in college, according to the Missouri
Department of High Education Web
site.
Rep. Edward Robb, R-Columhia,
proposed the ll1crease and said he
hopes this year the bill increase will
be passed.
Robb said last year, many bills
ain1ed at increasing fin ancial aid
failed, but d1ere is reason for optimism this year.
''The response to the bill has been
optimistic," Robb said. '1 want to
increase it primarily because it hasn' t
been increased since 1991."
Nick Koechig, SGA President,
agree> . with R bb and believ it
should have been increased years ago.
"It definitely needs [0 be

increased," Koechig said. "It's been a
number of years since the last
increase."
Robb said when the bill was first
proposed, d1e $2,000 figure was sufficient for student needs.
"When it was first proposed, lie
scholarship would have covered
tuition, books and a portion of room
and board at UM-Columhia," Robb
said. "Now, obviously, that is not the
case. The objective is to get it
increased to match lie cost of living
index, or at least cover tuition costs."
The scholarship increase would
not only help the students, Robb said,
but the state as weU.
"There's a lot of empllical evidence liat shows people will migrate
back to where liey went to school,"
Robb said. "I think everyone is positive about trying to provide additional
funds to Missouri student,."
The Associated Students of lie
University of Missouri have taken on
the issue and are lohbying at the state
capital to try and get the measure
passed_
David Dodd, UM-St. Louis
ASUM board member, said the lobbying group has always upported lie
Bright Flight scholarship.

See BRIGHT FLIGHT, page 10

Career Services presenn

J;. Sprin, Jnfern l1ip
i Job rltir 2001

Pint 0' Blood
Lucky = Lifesaving

Thursday, March 8, 2007

Friday,

108m to3pm

March 16, 2007
10: 0 am - 2:00 pm
Mark Twain Building

UM8L MSC Century Rooms

To pre-register and for the list
of employers attending
the fair, please visit:

www.umsl.edujcareer

To make an appointment:

visit www.givelife.org or caD 1-800-GIVE-LIFE (1-800-448-3543)
Sponsor zip code 63121
Sponsor~d

Admission is free only for current UM-St. Louis students
and alumni who pre-register by Tuesday, March 13, 2007.
Admission for non-UM-St. Louis job seekers and UMSt~ Louis students and alumni who do not pre-register is
$5.00 at the door.

by: Tau Sigma Honor Society

AnnChisholm@umsl.edu

Career Services

You do not need an appoi'n tmentll

278 Ivlillennium Student Center
(314) 516-5111

WALK-INS are WELCOMEII

career_services@umsl.edu

Free Tee Shirts to Donors!

www.umsl.eduJcareer
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Both sides of change

Brady case may be the last of its kind
Legislation could bring an end to lawsuits, and lower the risk to insurance companies
Last Tue sday's decision by the
Missouri Supreme Court to deny UM, St. Louis' appeal in Head Ba<;ehall
coach Jim Brady's age discrimination
and retaliation caSe marked the third
stri ke. so to speak, against the
Uf]iversity in its futile attempt to overturn the courts ' decisions,
l1le S1.5 million settlement the
courts fin al ly agreed upon as the
amount Brady would receive will
orne from a lot of different pockets.
First. na med defendants Pat Dolan,
athletics d irector, and Reinhard
Schuster. vice chancellor of administrati ve services. will pay $100,000
and $100.000 respectively.
Tn; payers will dip into their wallets and purses to pay interest accumulated on the settlement.
H owe\'er. an unseen organization
in this whole ordeal will also be paying into the settlement. That source is
the insurance companies that represent the University of Missouri.
Now those same insurance companie~ representing public institutions
li ke UM -Sr. Louis are pushing
Missouri legi lators toward changing
the same law that Brady initially sued
UM-St. Louis for.
In February, Sen, John Loudin (RBallwin) introduced Senate Bill 532,
which would change "the cau ation

standard, which is the basis for a dis- dants in the case ..
The summary goes onto say, "the
criminatory employment practice
act bars punitive and exemplary damunder Missouri's human rights law"
The proposed bill raises a lot of age awards against public entities for
what ifs, including what if this bill human rights violations." Translation:
would have passed at the time Brady the University would not have had to
initially sued the University in 1998 . pay Brady a~ much as the $1.5 million
for age discrimination and retaliation? settJement agreed to.
In defense of the bill, Loudin
Would the outcome have been different? Would Brady have even been argues the Missouri Human Rights
able to sue the University?
Law as it is written now poses too
The modifications to the law mucb of a risk for insurance compawould change violations for discrimi- nies representing places like UM-St.
nation from the unfair treatment based Louis.
On the other hand, as the law is
on age, race or gender to undesirable
actions motivated by that type of written currently, it protects the inditreatment.
vidual from an institution if it discl1mIf this were the case \vhen Brady inates against its employee.
So, who is the Missouri legislature
sued, and the trial judge could have
accepted Schuster's defense that the looking out for? The avemge worker
reason for cutting Brady's full-time or the big-time University,
Brady's perseverance throughcut
status to part -time was "budget cuts;"
Brady's argument might not have held the initial lrial and the appeals shows
a prime example of what the lawmakup in court.
According to the bill's summary, ers who wrote the Missouri human
"employers may escape liability if rights law set out to do in the first
they prove they would have taken the place for employees across the state.
same action absent the discrirrrinatory
What the University did to Brady
was wrong. As your mother told you
motivating factor."
The bill would also no longer when you were younger. sometimes . .
include "persons directly acting in the you have to pay for your mistakes.
interest of an employer" in the defmi- and no Missouri piece of legislation
tion of an employer, this would have should change that age-old piece of
remove Schuster and Dolan as defen- advice,

.
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I can't get no interaction, I try and I try·
EDITORIAL BOARD
Adam D. Wiseman
Melissa S. Hayden
Myron McNeill
Paul Hackbarth
Patricia Lee
Jason Granger
Amy Recktenwald
LaGuan Fuse
Cate Marquis
S,!rah O'Brien
"Our 0pli7lon" reflects
tlie majodty opinion of·
the Editorial Board

WE WANT TO
HEAR FROM YOU
As a forum for public
expression on campus,
. The Current welcomes
letters to the editor and
guest commentaries
from students, faculty,
staff members and others concerned with "
issues relevant to the
University of MissouriSt Louis.

Letters to the editor
should be,brief, and
those not exceeding
200 words will be given'
preference. We edit letters for clarity and
length, not for dialect,
correctness, intent or
grammar. All letters
. must include a daytime
phone number. Students
must include their student ID numbers.
Faculty and staff must
include their title(s) and
department(s), Editor-inchief reserves the right
to respond to letters.
The Current reserves the
right to deny letters
Guest commentaries are
typica lly longer (generally 400-600 words) on a
specific topic of interest
to readers. If you are
interested in writing a
guest, commentary,
please contact The
Currents editor-in-chief.

r left a cllL'iS and ran to the Fine Arts
Building to quickly go through the
building and fllld someon I knew,
I wa~ imply looking for a partner to
join me for hinch. when it dawned on
me that 1 recognized all of my fellow
'rudents, but knew none of them.
I put a few things in context - UMSI. Louis is a ornmut r school, the
admini tration offers a fair amount of
programs and I am not the most
traightfOlWatd whe.t1 it comes to ·introducing myself to someone I do not
share a clw s with .
It also QCcwred to me, however, that
in the art~ program we are not required
to critique. or officially interact with students outside of the program.
Mo 'l tudents are in their fOImati ve
years while attending our school.
Imagine how much your. work could
progress if it was critiqued by graphic
artist. , . painters, photographers and
printmakerS.
Imagine how that could impact this
public school. Our program could easiIy progress past more expensive private
schools:
When I think about great periods of
contemporary art, I look back on the
Bauhaus and Greenwich Village, 1:\'10
velY formative places to look for
insight into many things we currently

By .TOM BREMER

¥aif ,wiler
create.
Artists were interactipg all over the
place, Musicians, painters, photographers and great thinkers all worked
under one roof. TIley involved themselves in bettering not only their work,
but the work of their partners and the
entire art world. . .

I do not want to sOlmd like I am
placing blame or targeting anyone, in
fact what I witnessed Friday night at
Fort Gonda was one of the most uplifting and stimulating shows I have been
to. All !TIY pe«rs' work was displayed,
allowing for me to talk to some fellow
artist about where they .were go~g and
how they were getting there. I would
love to see more shows of student
work, more excitement and conversac

How do you f~el about - The price of college
• Missouri Human Rights Law
the topics we 've cov~red? • Milk
You can make your voice · • Submit a letter to the editor
• Write a guest commentqry
heard in a variety of ways! • Visit our online forums

One University Blvd ,
Room 388 MSC
St. Louis; MO 63121

Email:
thecurrent@umsl.edu
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College is not expensive
Ok. so the headline
eems to be generally

and doing our part to
help save the earth.
untrue and may be
The Metro pass
isn't just for travel to
misleading. College is
generally not a clJeap
and' from scbool.
and t;udents are conavdin~ . rutS w uld
stantly complaining
also llse this benefit
about the high price of
for going to games
education and the high
this spring. For the
$45 pass, a lot of
tuition pric that continue to rise each year.
extra cash could be
Parking is pretty
saved by parking at a
B y TOBIAS KNOLL
outrageously priced,
station and riding to
Proofread r
Textbooks, dare I menBusch Stadium. After
travel to 3 to 5 game$
tion the high sale price
and penny buy-back prices, are part of in the early baSeball season, one would
some crazy monopoly that has to be get- have saved enough easily to validate the
ting someone rich , When you think $45 pass price.
about school and the cost to 'attend,
Another good deal on campus is the
cheap is usually not a word that comes great facilities at the Mark Tw.ain buildto mind,
ing. Instead of paying for that posh
I was .recently thinking about some health club, students and faculty can use
free or less expensive things on campus the recreational facilities like the gym or
and wanted to highlight some good pool for free,
deals I've found. I too complain about
The University also offers many
tuition and book prices. but the price of interesting classes for free or cheap. My
these things doesn't seem to matter as personal experience has been with
much when one thinks of the priceless Aikido classes for $10 per 8 week sescommodity of a good education and sion of Classes. One can take Aikido or
means to future advancemant.
Tai Chi for this price, which breaks
The first of the campus good deals is doWn to a bit under 50 centS a class.
the much discussed Metro pass. It was
Compared to the fee one would pay
great when it was free and the $45 a at a martial arts school, this is one heck
semester is still a good deal. I·anl not 'of a deal.
sure this deal will stick around with low
Th~se are just a couple examples for
· pass sale$, so this good deal may be a the campus community of the many
thing 'of the past. Maybe if students resources offered. COlmtiess others are
were not so quick to pay huge amounts available. such as free computing classof cash for parking, the Metro pass es (in-Class and online), workshops and
would still be popular, but I don't see seminars offered by Career Services and
.
.
that bappening.
many events free or discounted to stuI know it's important to have a
. dents and faculty.
and be able to get around, but if more
So yes, a college education can be
people would drive less. and give our quite expensive. But foi· the inquisitive
· wonderful newer means of public trans- person looking to save money and use
portation a chance, we could ' save available resources that come cheap, the
money while cutting down on pollution UM-St. Louis campus has a lot to offer.

CM

.UNDERCURRENT
By Carrie Fasiska -.Associate Photo Editor

What is the best
invention of all time?

CONTACT US
Mail:

tion about art. I would also like to see
UM-St Lolli. excel as a cOmmunity of
thinkers.
.
So what now? What needs to
change in tile program to allow for
more interaction'? I think students, as
artists, need to p~ our prOD ors .
for more interactive critiqu . Students
working on a senior the' should take
a look at the w rk of jrmiors. The jlmiors in tum need to backtrdck to the
~ ce c.1,
• and, fj d out what
those ~dents are creating. Find out
how your fellow student processes
their work and ask how you can aid or
direct them.
I also ·think this should not be
retroactive. How about open critiques?
Where all dis.:iplines, art m,~ors arnot,
can,discuss art.
Let's say a graphics student wants a
pho.tograph involved in their work. The
student has then seen photographers
and they will have the ability to go to
someone whose work could fuel their
own.
I think creating an open forum for
artists to discuss their work with anyone who wants to get involved ",ill create a better community and make this
University a more likely college cboice
for art students. Everyone's work. will
be stronger all around.

piece of paper" que$Does
anyone
lion. He and I cbuckremember freshmen
led at this not havday? Freshmen day,
ing heard the phrase
which was the day
in so long.
where it wa::; all' out
You know, colwar against freshmen
lege seems to be
and free licks for all of
about having everythe upperclassmen. I
thing, always being
do. I remember it as a
right .. . every day,
freshman and as an
every time and not
upperclassman.
B y M YRON M cNEILL
every now and then.
remember
I
I was not ill preNo,
shelling out and taking
Opinions Edaor
pared, I.did not want
licks. all in fun. For
to walk across the
those who do not
remember, I am sure it is because they room in front of the professor to get a
were too busy being in love and over- piece of paper, and it was just conventhey passed us up, ient to ask him. Not to mention, walk
looking the war
leaving the hlllchroom headed to fifth in front of the professor during lecture
hour, hoping to get a kiss from their . .. that was taboo in the all of the
boyfriend or' girlfriend. You know, the schools I went to back then. I hate to
typical high-school stuff like gum sound old schooL but my professor is
under seats and the ' smelly locker right, "times are changing and the way '
rooms from mandatory gym classes. we think and dp tllings are affected by
. Oh yeah, and assembiies, which were this. change."
I can remember when churps,
usually my time to "shine"(act really
blurps. songs and other noises didn't
silly),
,
Bow did I get to this, you ask? What sporadically sound off during class.
is all this talk of high school? I recent- Another no-no! Now, we have cell
I y experienced two situations that took phones, blurps and ringtones.
me 'back to high scbool. which was
,Wow, the mQst we had in high
school was a pager and not everyone
almost'c!ose to a decade ago.
. One was my Modem Drama had this. I didn' t. I remember hearing
teacher exclaiming that "life chartge<;" the slang. "beep me 911" or "hit me on
and art reflects this. This point ham- the hip" and others wearing the clip
mered home as r thought and reflected end of ,a beeper out. Now the gadget
on how life has changed since prom age is king. People look at you crazy,
, 'and break ups of 1998.
as if the norm is to know about gadgets
The second epiphany carne when I 'like MP3 players, iPods and notebook
asked a question to fellow student in laptops.
another one of my classes. No, it " as
• not wilL you be ~e . circl~ yes or no.
See 'H IGH SCHOOL, page 14
It was the magical "can I borrow a

. What do you think? Send your own response
to· thecurrent@ums/,edu. The person who submits

the best response each week wins a free T-shirt.

Brent Hambrick

Caroline Erickson

Stan Brock

LorrWalsh

Eric Schwenke

. Junior
Music and Business

Freshman
Public Administration

Junior
Business Administration

Junior
Psychology

Junior
Communications

"Satellite TV, because it
keeps my daughter busy
while I'm Studying. "

"Ninjas, because they're
ninjas. "

"Turtles In Time for
Super Nintendo
• becallse Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles
is t~e shit."

"The printing press, ,
because it allowed for the
spread of knowledge
around the world. "

-My PDA. because I use
it for everything from

watdling TV to browsing
the Internet. "

~
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LEITERS TO THE EDITOR

Milk drinking and human evolution linked

MOHELA

Journalism?

I never thought I would see the day
where I was on the same side of an
issue as Missouri Right to Life. I, too,
oppose the sale of MOHELA assets.
However, my opposition is based on
thwarting this "Robin Hood in
reverse" scheme to fund collegiate
construction projects.
MOHELA was founded to provide
loans for students, like me, who are
not poor enough for grants but not
wealthy enough to afford to pay an
ever-rising tuition bill out of pocket.
Instead of funding new buildings on
the back of the poorest students, we
should be pressuring the Missouri
State Legislature to increase funding
for all public higher education institutions.

Silly me , prior to coming to
UMSL I thought it was the job of a
campus newspaper to expose pertinent issues and then investigate them
to provide a clear picture to the community as to what is happening
around them. The Current has proven
me wrong time and time again
though. Now I know it is your job to
simply parrot the administration, use
web searches as your unique fo= of
investigative journalism, and cut and
pa~te from press releases to fill stories. That is true college journalism, I
guess. The latest example of your special journalism can be seen in your
front page story on the resignation of
women's basketball coach Lee
Buch8Jlan. So, his leaving the school
has nothing to do with the ongoing
illvestigation regarding possible misconduct~ If you are to be believed, the
coach resigned "just because" and the
athletic department is happy because
it is fun to hire new people. OK cool.
111at sounds great. A WOO word nonstory as your headline and multiple
grammatical errors in nearly evelY
issue. I guess I now know the real purpose of campus journalism.

Mom told you to dtink your milk, but are you still following Mom's advice?
Many grown-up kids drink milk. pie who are lactose
and
cramps.
Women are often encouraged to tolerant, their bodies
However,
those
dlink milk to prevent osteoporosis. continue to produce
who cannot drink
Milk is the image of healthy in our lactase into adultmilk often can
soc iety.
hood. People who are
digest yogurt or
With such a positive health able to digest lactose
cheese, both of
image, you may be surprised to read in adulthood have a
which contain less
that researchers have found that the genetic trait called
lactose.
ability to digest milk came rather lactase persistence. A
The ability to
late in human evolution.
digest milk is comnucleotide switch in
Some people never drink milk, their DNA keeps lacmon
among
By C4THERINE
and not just because they don't like tase production going
Europeans
and
M ARQUiS- H OMEYER
the taste. Milk and cheese are not into adulthood.
those of European
part of the diets of many Asian coundescent.
The enzyme lacNinety
Science Collin/nisi
tries. Chinese people I know think tase, which is properce nt of northern
the idea of drinking milk is disgu st- duced by cells in the
Europeans have it
mg.
small intestine, breaks down the but it is less common in southern
Beyond the cultural differences, milk sugar lactose into the simple Europe. It is also found in Africans
some people cannot dri nk milk , sugars glucose and galactose, which and Middle Eastem populations.
because they lack the gene to pro- are absorbed in the bloodstream.
Eighty percent of Atiican Ame11cans
Those who lack the gene for Jac- . have the gene to digest milk, about
duce the enzyme lactase to digest it.
People, like other mammals, are tase are unable to digest lactose, the same as in southern Europe. It is
able to digest the milk sugar lactose which is then broken d0Wll in the mostly absent among Asians and
as infants. In most mammals, the digestive sy ~ tem by intes tinal Nati ve Americans.
gene that produces the enzyme Jac- . microbe·, which produces unCOffiPrevious research revealed that
tase is shu I off after weaning. In peo- foriable symptoms like bloating, gas the trait was once largely absent in

humans and that it evolved rather
recently. It is thought to have arose
with dairy farming in Europe and,
separately, in Anica. Dairy farming
arose in Europe about 9,000 years
ago, but debate has focused on
which came first - the ability to
digest milk sugar or dairy farming?
To address that qu estion , Mark
Thomas of LTni versity College
London in the U.K. and Joachirri
Burger of Mainz University in
Germany led research teams that
examined the DNA of nine Neolithic
skeletons from five different
European archeological sites in
northeast, central and southeast
Europe. Eight of the skeletons were
from 5,800 B.C. to 5,200 B.C. and
one was from around 1800 B .C. The
study was published recently in the
Proc eedings of · the National
Academy of Sciences.
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Metro passes come in handy for students
As a future graduate student, r will
be affened should the MetroPass progmm be discontinued.
I cun-ently save abOllt 30· miles
each .time I take the MetroLink instead
of driving. I can also relax on the train
and finish homework dwing the ride.
The MetroPass comes in handy
when I go to a baseball game or to
Union Station and is good anytime
during the semester.
Sadly, if the MetroPass program is
discontinued, I will be unable to do
those acti vitics at my leisure.
Humbly, I must say that if the
MetroPass is discontinued, I will still
have my car as a means of transportation.
Students who do not ha e cars,
however, depend on the MetroLink to
get them to school. For tuden Who
do not live on campus, the MetroPass

makes
gett ing
to
no
secUIity.
If
The Fall 2006 semester was also
school each day much
guards
patrolled the frrst year the Shrewsbury line
each stop, pepple opened. With it came confusion. It is
cheaper. Wi thout it.
students can expect to
might feel more possible UM-St. Louis students chose
pay at least £4 per day
confident
about to drive to school rather than deal v.ith
for the cost of d ding
waiting for the next the ·confusion of remembering which
the MetroLink.
train to catch or which station to tr8J]Strain.
Right no w, one of
• Another reason fer from.
the biggest reasons the
the program isn't
This was temporary, and should be
MetroPa
program
working may be calculated when discussing sales of
may be discontinued is
timing. The 2007 passes.
because not · enough
Whatever the reasons may be,
winter semester sold
By EMILY OGLE
students are buying the
fewer passes than . word needs to spread about how benpasses.
2006 eficial the MetroPass program is. It
the
Fall
Sta.fj"lfiiter
Well, why?
saves gas. It provides time to do
semester.
Why wouldn't tudents choo to
However, the winter semester homework. It gives leisurely access to
save gas and time by taking advantage starts when it', bitter cold outside. No off-c:.ullpuS activities like the ballgame
of the pass·1
olle wants to wait for the train when tand you don't have to pay for parking
downtown).
Perhaps one rea! on is lack of secu- the wind chill is bel w zero.
rity at UM-St. Loui stations. For
The MetroPass pro~ is good
Maybe as the semester continues
those. who take night classes, it can be and it wan up ou .de, more passes t1
1-St. Louis. tndent . and .i.r. in
jarring to stand alone at a tation with will be sold.
danger of being discontinued.

Suzanne Jackson
Sophomore

Secondary Education

Theater Review
While I did not see the perfOlIDance in question, I can only assume
that Ms. O'Brien has absolutely no
theater background. I read her review
of the production with mouth agape,
wondering if she had done any
research on Greek or Chinese theater.
Had she done so, she might have
knO'Wll that the "chorus performers on
front and center stage" who "seemed
to have skipped out on acting class"
were, I suspect, portraying a very traditional Greek Chorus. Might the lead
performers "stomping around on
stage in makeup" have been fashioned after traditional Chinese Opera,
in which elaborate makeup and the .
allusion of action create character?
Perhaps Ms. O'Brien should
become more informed about a particular art fom] before reviewing it so
harshly. She does state that she is
unfamiliar with opera in her closing
paragraph. It appears that The CUm!11t
would do better to keep their assistant
news editor away from stories involving appreciation of a sophisticated art
fOIID.

Tyson Humble
Graduate Student
History

Desk Assistant
I am very happy that .Residential
Life has decided to hire Desk
A,sistants to monitor the entrance
ways into buildings after hours.
However, I am disappointed that it
took a series of thefts and other miscellaneous incidents for the office to
reinstate a program that was cast aside
over a year ago.
The concept of a Desk Assistant is
nothing new. I worked as a desk clerk
for Residential Life during the 20032004 school year, and had to perform
duties that were similar to the ones
that these new Desk Assistants have
been assi gned.

Anastasia Luettecke
Graduate Student
English

See LETTERS, page 14
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Bellerive launch shows'Everything Can Change'
By AMY RECKTENWALD

Fealllres Editor

Author Whitney Terrell speaks about the new Bellerive publication
"Everything Can Change" at the launch party in the Provincial
House Feb. 23. The book is selling for six dollars and features stories , poems and photographs published by the Pierre Lac/ede
Honor s College.

The UM-St. Louis Honors College
launched its seventh ectition of
"Bellerive: Everything Can Change,"
on Feb. :23, in the Provincial House.
The event started with book sales in
the hall for $6 each or $10 for two.
Refreshments were served and Whitney
Terrell , writer-in-residence at UMKansas City was the guest speaker.
Terrell's message addressed the suitability of the title to the contents of this
year's edi.tion of ·'BeUerive."
"It seemed increasingly apt as I
lookeD through the issue," said Terrell.
"Many of these stories seem to catch
their characters ·in flux. Change in the
popular American vernacular is a great
thing. A serious writer reali zes change is
ambiguOlL')."
According to Nancy Gleason, associate dean and director of writing of the
honors college, "The pUblication is a
publication of creative writings - poetry, short fiction, and essays -- as well as
ar1 and photography. It is compileD by
collecting submissions until June 1 from
students. staff and faculty."
Shan nOll Pendleton, the layout committee consultant for " ~ellerive," said
that the submission timing is done'in the
spring semester for several reasons: not
competi.ng with "Litmag" for submissions in the same time frame , more pub-licity given to submissions by making
the launch date the first day and time to
catalogue the submission Pllcket~ for the
fall semester.
According to Pendleton, the submission packets are "free of any identifying
marks. so the submissions are in fact
. chosen using a blind reading and voting
process'."

She explained that this process
eliminates ·favoritism. An option to
"pass" on voting is available to the
smdents if they know the identity
of the author or if it is their own
work..
Selections are made by honors students enrolled in
Gleason's fall fine and performing
arts
class,
"Bellerive." The class splits
into committees once the
selections are made. forwarding the project
towards publication.
.
One committee notifies writers if their sub-,
missions were accepted or not. The editing
committee contact
authors and work
with them to make
any needed editorial changes.
Final forms are
turned over to the layout
committee which decides the overall
appearance of the book and the order of
the ~elections. The committee then presents layouts to the class for voting. The
class also votes on art submissions and
cover art. The title is then chosen.
Pendleton said, "This year's title,
'Evelything Can Change,' came from a
comment during a class discussion of
possible covers." She also said that
choosing a title can be difficult "because
we are not limited to an overall theme,
choosing a title that is too restrictive or
too abstract or too bland."
Once the final proofs are finisheD,
the layout and cover are decideD, the
. project is sent to Whitehall Printing in
FlOIida

See BELLERIVE, page 14

Quick Facts:
• This year marks the seventh edition of the Bellerive publication.
• Bellerive is a French word meaning "beautiful river," and is derived
from the street name Bellerive Drive
on campus.
• Bellerive came intd existence in
2001 when a group af students
approached Nancy Gleason about
starting a publication after Litmag
folded.

Book signings at bookstore offer opportunity
to meet, mingle with local authors, writers

Can I please have your autogra.ph?
By

A NDRFWToNN ER

TOP 10

Writing Courses
at UM-St Louis
1. News Writing
2.

Features Writing

3.

Workshop in Poetry

4.

Workshop in Fiction

5.

Script Writing

6.

Writing for Public
Relations

7.

Business Writing

S.

Technical Writing

9.

Editing Litmag

10.

Practical Criticism

If you have an idea for the
next top ten list or any suggestions of what you would
like to see us cover in our
Features section, please send
your ideas to us:
thecu rrent@umsledu

ONCAMPUS
March 7: There will be an
open house at Barnes the
Ward E. Barnes Library on
the South Campus from 9
a.m. to 6 p.rn. The event·
will feature tours, door
prizes and refreshments.
Call 4322 for more information.

March 5: In honor of
National Foreign Language
Week, faculty of the
Department of Foreign
Languages and Literatures
will read poems and celebrate the infinite variability
of poetic forms around the
globe. Languages presented include Latin, Ancient
and Modern Greek,
French, Basque and
Japanese. Call 5699 for
more information.
April 16: Look for the
annual edition of UM-St.
Louis' "Lit Mag" in The
Current It will be full of
students' poems, stories
and photographs.

SIt.ifJ U"l"iler

event! ti mes a year·, the UM-St.
Louis bookstore hosts authors at book
signiflg . Th 'e in attenoonce have the
opportunity to meet the authOl , mingle
and socialize. purchase the promoted
book and have the. author sign their
copy.
1\vo reception. have recently taken
place on campus. Skip Yowell, the
author of ··The Hi ppie's Guide to
Climbing the Corporate Ladder and
Other . Mountains." made an appearance on Feb. l 5. .
Yowell , one of the founders of
.1anSport outdoor sporting equipment.
has received nationaJ attention from
tele ·i ion and newspapers on his succes . His book covered his personaJ
and profe-'Ssional accomplishments.
On Feb. 20, Edna Gravenhorst presented her work, HAy Mijo, Why Do
You Want to Be an Engineer?"
Gravenhorst, a 10caJ author, released
her new book as a part of a selies about
the stories of Hispanic men and women
who overcame incredible odds to reaJize their dreanls.
This most recent edition tells the
true story of twelve Latino men and
their aspirations of becoming successful engineers. As part of the function,

AUTHOR

three engineers featured in her book
flew into St. Loui to talk about their
particular experien es.
A portion of the proceeds from ales
on Gravenhorst's book will go towards
a scholarship program for the Society
of Hi. panic Prote, ional En!!i.n ers.
On March 14, the College of
Education will ho ,t Marvin Berkowitz,
author of "Parenting for Good: Real
World Advice," and UM-Sr. Louis
alumna Car·letta Washington, author of
"Education Reform: The Role and
Responsibility of Schools , Parents,
Students and Community."
The reception will be held at
Marillac Hallin South Campus for student.~ and peers of the College of
Education. The signing ,,,i.ll be from 4
to 6 p.m.
Book signings at UM-St. Louis
begin when an interested author is willing to come to campus, usually either at
the request of the university or when
the author wishes to be hosted prior to
the release of their new book.
Visits are typically set up several
weeks or months in advance. Aside
from scheduling the appropriate time
for an author to be hosted, the bookstore purchases numerous copies of the
author's work that are available for vi8itors to purchase.
See BOOKS, page 12

FILES

Lack of Jewish mythology led
Prof. Schwartz to create his own
By

Matthew HI! • Staff Pholographer

Edna Campos Gravenhorst made an appearance at the campus bookstore Feb. 20, where she signed
copies of her latest childrens book "Ay, Mijo! Why do you want to be an ~ngineer?".
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Staff \'(Inler

Howard Schwartz, UM-St. Louis
English professor and 2005 NationaJ
Jewish Book Award recipient, specializes in Jewish folklore and mythology.
In the late 1970s, Schwartz met with
Hebrew University professor Dov Noy,
the founder of the study of Jewish folklore, in Israel. Schwartz was inspired to
write a book of Jewish fairy tales after
his discovery of the story "Elijah's
Violin" in Nay's ar·chive of orally collected folktales.
"I take a story in raw condition and
try to find multiple versions of it, and
then I combine them so to make it
whole. TIlen 1 put it in a smooth modem
literary language so that it is accessible
to modem readers," Schwartz said.
"Elijab's Violin" was published in
1983 and recognized by tlle New York
Public LibrarY' as one of the "One
Hundred Best Children's Books."
"1 got a tremendous responsc to that
book. I went to a conference and hUlldreds of people came up to me because
they were so pleased with that book,"
he said.
Schwartz's obsession with Jewish

Dalton is UMSL's author in residence
By

StajJWriter

mythology began in the fourth grade.
"We were studying Greek mythology and all these other mythologies and I
noticed that there was no Jewish
mythology," Schwartz said. "I askeD
my teacher · why we didn't include
Jewish mythology and she quickly said
that there was none."
"Being a bit of an obsessive type, I
asked this question every single year all
through grade school arld high school
and I always got the same answer that
there was no Jewish mythology," he
said. .
It was not until his college years that
Schwartz began his exploration for
Jewish mythology. While taking courses in religion and mythology, Schwartz
noticed that the greatest scholars of
mythology did not examine Jewish
mythology.
"Carl Jung, Joseph Campbell and
Mircea Eliade were studying all the .
world's mythologies but they didn't
consider the ·mythology light under
their noses. So Tlaw1ched into a 12 year
projec.t," Schwartz said.
With dozens of published works,
Schwartz considers 'Tree of Souls" to
be his greatest accomplishment.
See SCHWARTZ, page 12

ANDREW TONNER

Although numerous writers reside at UM-St. Louis,
only a few have used their creative aspects and
resources to make their own works of literature.
John Dalton, an assistant professor of English at
UM-St. Louis, is one such resident autllOr on campus,
with his book titleD "Heaven Lake."
"Heaven Lake" is a story about a young American's
quest across China in search of love and revelation:
Dalton wrote the story baseD on actual events he saw
and experienced while visiting Taiwan during the late
1980s.
Dalton came up with the idea for ·his novel a few
years after he graduateD from UM-St. Louis in 1987
and moved to Taiwan to teach English as a second language. During this time,. China and Taiwan were having major political differences, but the proverbial "iron
wall" was beginning to come down between the two
countries. One evening, Dalton and a few of his local
friends went out for the night, when they met up with
a businessman who bad recently visited China. While
he was over on the mainland for the set up of a facto- .
ry, the man met a woman who he described as the most
beautiful woman in China.
They wisheD to get married, but because the two
country's governments were in a state of coLd war, that
kind of proposition Was impossible. The government
believeD that if they waited a couple of yew"S, then marrying the woman and returning to Taiwan might be feasible.
.
John Dalton, English professor, is author of "Heaven
Lake," published in April 2004.

See JOHN DALTON, page 10
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Behind the-scenes of creating"Litmag
Students sift through literary submissions during 'Editing Litmag' class
By

EMILY OGLE

51 aft T~;rr1:te r

Most English classes consist of
lectures and readings from textpooks. English 4895, Editing
"Litmag," however, takes on a different approach.
.
According to Jaime Wood, who
teaches the class, a typical day i.n her
classroom is spent meeting in groups
and discussing packets of submissions and scoring each one.
"I was expecting a usual classroom experience," said Shannon
McManis, senior, English. "It's not
at all. It's more like a writing workshop, at the end of which we can
publish the best work."
The Editing "Litmag" class sifts
through over 100 submissions to
determine the best in four categories
of literature: poetry, fiction; non-fiction and photography, a new category. These submissions will be collected to form "Litmag," due out in
April.
According to Wood, the students
of the class will whittle about 100
poetry submissions down to 15 to 30.
30 to 40 fiction stories will be narrowed down to three to five published entries. Oniy one or two non-

fiction entries will be published.
Whether or not an entry makes it
into the magazine "is all dependent
on space and the quality of the subnussions as a whole," said Wood.

--=---"--

I was expecting a usual
classroom experience. It's
not at all. It's more like a
writing workshop, at the
end of which we can publish the best work.
..,. Shannon McManis,
Senior, English

-'--,,-The authors of the best in poetry, fiction and non-fiction will receive a
$50 prize.
The class usually consists of 10 to
12 students. The maximum is 23, but
Wood said that 8 to 12 is a good
number because otherwise it can get
chaotic having so many opinions.
Students in the class are typically
pursuing a Writing Certificate and
are often English majors.

So just how do the students of
Editing "Litmag" determine what
makes it into each issue') Students
are asked by Wood to keep in mind
what makes a submission good.
Wood asks them, "Why you like
it? Why is it good?" Students need to
be critical of the submissions and
look for the ones that have deeper
meaning and more in-depth qUality.
Students in the class do not just
reyiew submissions. They also learn
about advertising and publication..
"The experience of putting
together a literalY journal is excellent," McManis said. "It helps to
keep us objective and organized."
Students can put the class in their
resumes to demonstrate editing and
publishing experience.
At the beginning of the semester, "Litmag," pinpomtlllg what was
flyers and emails al'e sent out to good or bad about the· issues and
remind UM-St. Louis students about integrating those points into their
the deadline, which usually falls in upcon-ung issue.
February. After the deadline, the
The selection process is kept
selection process and planning . anonymous. According to Wood,
begins.
none of the students know who the
The students discuss what the for- subn-ussions are. Some of the stumat and layouts for the next issue dents in the class have submitted
will be.
entries, but are asked to keep quiet
"We've been collecting fonts," when their enrry is discussed.
said Wood . "I know it might seem
The students can remain objective
odd, but it makes a huge difference." in their sel ections in this manner.
The class looks at previous issues of Whell the issue is released, the

Writing certificate opens up job opportunities
By

EMILY OGLE

StajJWiiter

Students at lTh1-St. Louis have
the option of earning a Writing
. Certificate while in school, which
can open up many job opportunitie s
after graduation.
According to Jeanne Alli son,
Writing Certificate coordinator, the
Writing Certificate can catch. the
attention of li'ould-be empl,)yers in
any field.
"Employers in 311 disciplines are
concerned about wIiting: ' she said.
"You need to be articulate."
Writin~ C nificat
lie
urrentiy
consist
111 0 tl,
of
Communications
and
English
majors. Ho\vever, "we would like to
see representation in all majors writing is so important:' Allison
said.
Internships often require a lot Q[
writing. For in>tance, interns ata
national park have to \vlite their own
curriculums . Haying a Writing
Certificate gives them a lot of practice.
According to the Writing
Certificate fl~ cr, which lists the
requirements for the certificate, the
Writing Certificate internships can
give real-life experieuce ,in compa-

nies such as Elsevier Publishing, "St.
Louis Magazine," St. Louis Science
Center and Illany more companies.
All UM-St. Louis students are
required to have a junior level wlit~
ing class.
"I try to make it around to each
cla<;s to inform the students about the
Writing Certificate." said Allison.
Some students wait to take their
junior level writing class, at wruch
point it is too late to pursue the
Wliting Certificate before they graduate. According to Allison, however,
students can get their Writing
Certifi ate after they graduate, which
mo t t udents are not aware of.
A cording to IJi on, there ore
differe nt emphases within the
Writing Certificate. Science students, for example, can pursue a
Writing Certificate with a technical
Ivriting emphasis. Courses like
Technical Wriling, Writing in the
Sciences and Business Writing help
prepare science majors for their
careers.
Creative wIiting students can use
the Writing Certificate with a creativ e writing empIJa5is to build a
portfolio I>,'hile pursuing a master 's
in Fine Ar1s.
'They have to have a body of
work," Allison said. Several conrses
emphasize creative ""''fiting, such as

asthma study
You have the opportunity to do something extraordinary. By participating
in a clinical study you can help make a difference. Advances in medical
treatments are made possible through clinical studies.
If you suffer from asthma you may be eligible to participate in a clinical
r~search study. The Division of Pulmonary &Critical Care Medicjne at
Washington University School of Medicine is seeking volunteers for
asthma studies. You may be able to participate'if:

Poetry Writing and Short Story
Writing . The course . Editing
"Litmag" offers publi shing experience, and there are courses dealing
specifically with Fine Arts and
Performing Arts.
Communication majors can use
the Writing Certificate to gain experience for their own careers. News
Writing, Features Writing and
Reporting are all courses that can
help a would-be journalist learn what
he or she needs to know to get a job
with a ne\vspaper after graduation.
Broadcast Writipg and Reporting
and Writing for Public Relations
would be two more !lood t our
for
Com manicatio n m
English major~ an take Practical
CriticisIh: Writing About Literature
to help fine-tune their analysis skills
for their literature classes . The
Editing course is an upper-level
gran1ll1al' course that could help an
English major get a job in editing
later 011.
"Arlyone looking to write at a
magazine should take Editing," mentioned Allison. Courses like Poetry
Writing and Short Story Writing
Gould give a writer some perspective
when reading literature.

Elizabeth Gearhart • lI/usiralOr

names of the authors are plinted.
This year's issue is set to be
released as an insert in the April 16
issue of The Current. Thus far, the
class has been discussing format,
layout and selections.
"From here on out though, it'll be
down to the nitty-gritty of editing
and formatting the magazine for
printing," said McManis.
ArId then, it is party time. To celebrate the publication of the magazine, a launch party is tentatively
scheduled for Aplil 23, 2-4 p.m., at

the Alumni Center.
"Students who've. been publi shed
in Litmag read from their work,"
said John Dalton, a professor in the
English Department who used to
teach Editing "Litmag."
According to Dalton, attendees
typically consist of "contributors to
'Litmag,' family, friends and the
'Litmag' students," but all al'e welcome to partake in the festivities and
free food.
See LlTMAG, page 10

NOW HIRING FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS
HO us EKlE PE RS,l1. 75

LAUNDRY. $1.15
MAINTENANCE . TYPE 2 HVAC, $1;.$12
HIGHT AUDII, SUO
FRONT DESK, suo

BREAKFAST ATTENDANTS, i7.lS
PUI/LIC HOUSEPERSOHS, sUS
flOOR HOU SEPERSOHS, $7.75

We Offer:

Grea_t Salaries
A Review, with PossibJe Increa se aleer 90 D~ys and at Your On~... Year Anniversary
Medical and Dental Benefits

40 I K and Profit Sharing
Yacac;oos and Much More!

Appl) io person

OfUry PI:u.:.J Hot"
4th and M ~tt

St. Louis. MO 631 02

'x·tWt:C'fi

9:rm aod ;pm allY day. or appl): oolinc Q.t

www.drurycareers.com
C bOl~

houriy position~.1" ip code 63102.lheD Drury PI:rza Horel4.lh a.nd Markel.

i

See CERTIFICATE, page 10

ow would you like to work for the

busiest restaurant in town?
If you ans ered YES,

then come to:
The'Old Spaghetti Factory
727 N. First Street
located two blocks north of the Gateway Arch in
Lade e's Landing
We are currently hiring for all positions
No experience necessary!
You must be 16 to work here, 19 to wait tables
Some of the great benefits include:
Employee discounts
Flexible scheduJin-9
Metro Line Acc,ess
Set your own schedule

Get your summer job early!

roche (turrent
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THEATERREVIEW

dward Scissorhan s' enchants Fox Theatre
By CATE MARQUIS

A&EEditor

A&E ON CAMPUS
Mar. 5: Monday Noon
Series: 'Poetry of Foreign
Language.' Readings of
poetry from around the
world, for National
Foreign Language, 12: 15
p.m. at 229 J.e. Penney
Conference Center. Light
refreshments. Free.
Mar. 6: 'Check out'
graphic design exhibit at
Gallery FAB. Art exhibit
featuring graphic design
work by UMSL students,
thru March 16, Gallery
FAB at the Fine Arts
Building. Opening reception 7 to 9 p.m. Free .
Mar. 1: University Jazz
Combo concert at
Touhill. Jazz combo will
perform music by
Thelonious Monk, Miles
Davis, Charlie Parker and
others, 7:30 p.m., at
Touhill Lee Theater. Free.
Mar. 9-10: Shen Wei
dance at Touhill. Dance
S1. Louis presents
acclaimed cutting-edge
choreographer Shen
Wei, with a combination
of Asian traditions and
modern American influenced dance, at 8 p.m.
at Touhill

1l1e iIrst surprising thing about the
Dance Sl. Louis presentation "Edward
Scissorhands" at the Fox is that, like
classical ballet, it has no dialog. No
words are spoken, although a few
appear on a screen at the beginning.
The second surprising thing is how
well the story works as a dance, and
that you do not really need the words,
if you have a basic sense of the story.
Of course, most people coming to
see the hit dance adaptation of
"Edward Scissorshand<;" have seen
the Tim Burton
film
with
Johnny Depp.
Fondness for
the film might
be a big rcason
to see this new
adaptation.
When: Feb. 27
While the through March 11
dance version
is
wordless
like ballet. the Where: Fox Theatre'
dance style is
modem, more like a musical, with a
strong "West Side Story" feel. A
dance version of Bwton's movie
"Edward Scissorhand<;" may not seem
like an easy transfonnation but the
production is wonderful and fully captures the appeal of the original material, while adding a new layer of entertainment.
"Edward Scissorhands" IS
entrancing from the moment the curtain rises, with a wonderful dance reinterpretation of Burton's mix of
Frankenstein and fairy-tales, with a
blending of "Beauty and the Be.ast"
with teenage angst in suburbia. Most
of the Darmy Elfm;rn score, which
gives such charm to the film, is prcserwcl by Ten'y Da.,is' arrangement
and scoring.
The outline of the story is the same
but some pmts have been altered. The
inventor still die-, leaving his creation
Edward unfinished but the how and
why are different. Ed ward still comes
down from the castle to join suburbia
but how that happens is different, too.
Some 'cenes are missing and some
characters are expanded. Still, the
essence o f the story, and its appeal, are
intact.

'Edward
Scissomands'

*****

"

Richard Winsorplayed the role of Edward Scissorhands at the Fox on opening night. The show runs through March 11.

Cast members alternate nights
tlrroughout the production 's nm at the
Fox. On opening night. the perfOlmance reviewed. the prot of Ed ward wa5
danced winningly by Richard Winsor,
with wide-eye ! chann and athletic
gra e. At times, he eemed to soar
through the air. in amazing leaps that
contra ted with his channingly 'hy.
he itant demeanor.
Al l the dance, both th 010- and
the ensemble piece; , are strikingly
beautiful and remarkably athletic. One
of the. e~'e n i_og 's centeqiiec~s wns fan '
rasy sequence, in which a daydreaming

Edward sheds his s issor hands and
dances with Kim (Hannah Va sallo),
among a dancing troup of topiary figllres corne to life . The effect is s1 mply
magical and the dancing \: as superb,
The co tum
and sets by Lez
Brotherton ,ut: breathtakingly beautif'ul. the perfe t blend of fantasy and
gothic, gauzy curtain of nowtlakes
Md star:; i ·the backdrop as an old lady
dances n stage to introduce the show,
the older version of the story' Kim
(danced by Madelaine Brenn an an
opening night), retaining th film 's I
flashback fr ming d vice.

CD REVIEW

Open Mic Night leaves little
room for improvemeht

st.

By RACHAEL YAMNITZ

StajJWhter

TOP iTUNES

DOWNLOADS

2. Girlfriend- Avril Lavigne
3. Break It Off- Rihanna
& Sean Paul

'Broadcasting ... ' fails to get the message out
By TOM BREMER

Staff Wn'ter

4. This Ain't a Scene,
it's an Arms Race- Fall
Out Boy
S. Don't Matter- Akon
6. Cupid's Chokehold
(Featuring Patrick
Stump)- Nelly Furtado

7. The Sweet EscapeGwen Stefani

8. Not Ready to Make
Nice- Dixie Chicks
9. What Goes Around .. .!
... Comes Around
Interlude- Justin
Timberlake

10. It's Not OverDaughtry

acters' gestures in pmticulm' scenes of
the film are recreated by the cast such
as when Kim dances while Edward's
ice SCUlpting showers her with snow or
Edward cuts suburban seductress
Joyce's (t>.l ikal1 Smillie) hair. which
just makes them so much more fun.
Mathew Bourne choreographed and
directed the piece, and also created the
concept for this dance '(ersion of
"Edward Scissorhands ." The production has been a sell-out hit in Bourne's
native Bri tain and i now all a U.S.
tour. ~ Ir <ap~ on tagtit at be. 110x
through March II.

A&E ON CAMPU

Mar. 9: 'UMSL Women
on the Move 2007' art
exhibit at Gallery Visio.
Fifth annual exhibit will
feature works by UMSL
women staff, students
and alumni, plus historical documents belonging
to
Louis writer Kate
Chopin, author of the
1899 novel "The
Awakening," thru April
13 at Gallery Visio in
MSe. Opening reception
for artists is from 4 to 7
p.m. Free.

1. This Is Why I'm Hot
(Edited)- Mims

In this version, Edward is encased
in woven brown leather, like an oldfashioned football, rather than the Goth
black leather and shiny buckles of the
movie, TIle other dancers in the candycolored suburbia wear a mix of '50s,
'60s and '70s attire, with the occasiono
al modern reference. Thoughout the
evening, the swirl of lush costumes
added to the fun and enchantment of
this excellent production.
Periodic::uly
throughout
the
evening, Edward strikes Johnny Depplike poses that a1J fan cftJ)e film will
recognize. In some Cases, all the char-

For those of you who haven't been
introduced to Comeback Kid, think of
Sick of It All, Descendents or Ten'or.
Take the best qualities of alJ of these
bands, shake it around, add a touch of
social consciousness and you have
Comeback Kid.
"Broadcasting .. . " which was
released on Feb. 20 on Victory
Records, is the first albLUn Comeback
Kid has done \vithout their long-time
singer Scott Wade, and the difference
shows.
Traditionally the frrst song line of
CBK's albums are sung by the entire
band ("Where have you gone?" - Tum
it Around - "Your time is up!" - Wake
the Dead).
1l1is is sadly missing from their
new album. Andrew Neufeld,
Comeback Kid's new singer, adds
some desirable qualities to CBK but
also some that would be better off left
alone.
On their previous two albums,
there has been very little screaming
which has become something every
. song includes here. There were always
a lot of very strong group vocals on
Comeback's frrst hvo albums but this
is also something not as prevalent on
"Broadcasting.,. "
Positive things? The album fea-

tufCS many solid songs .
Despite the changes, their musical
capabilities have grown, and the "pop
song" that every album seems to have
stays fairly true to CBK's style.
"Broadcasting ... " which was
recorded by Bill Stevens, who has
worked with both Descendents and
Black Flag, has great sound and a very
high production
values, which can
be seen best in the
title
track
"B roadcasting ... ,"
"Give'r" (a song
obviously influenced
by
Descendents), and
"One
Left
Satisfied."
"
d casting ...
Broa
Andrew
Neufeld's lyrics on **1:r{:rtI
"One
Left
Satisiied" tell a
story of greed., consumption, and the
distrust both, of those things can bring.
"There was desire that burned! And
when the dust had blow away/ There
was a whisper of gold ... Those
involved gathered around! But they
weren't satisfied! Someone here must
be holding out."
The song is the only one featured in
the album with classic CBK styling,
vocals, group vocals, and musicianship, and probably my favorite song

Comeback Kid
U

on the album.
Victory Records has said that
Comeback Kid will be one of their
flagship bands in the coming years,
which could be a reason this album is
fairly different from their other releases.
One does not want to speculate
about the ."Number I independent
label in America" but sounds tend to
change once bands have signed to the
ever-popular Victory Records.
Victory does however come
through with the promise that
Comeback Kid will be doing a lot of
touring this yem'.
CBK is cunently toming Japan, the
UK, ,md Australia, then retuming
home with a headlining y.S. Tour.
Seeing Comeback Kid live is an experience alJ on its own.
I was floored to fmd out they were
coming to the Creepy Crawl on March
28, after listening to the album a few
times I am slightly worried. Will they
play old materiall.ive? WiU the singer
be as difficult to process live'? Will the
energy be the same?
After all is saic! and done, I would
recommend both of Comeback Kid's
previous albums , before this new one.
If you already own "Tum It
Around" and "Wake The Dead," it's
always nice to have the collection but
don't plan on listening to it for more
than a couple of weeks,

No matter the skill level, whether
they were novices, seasoned performers
or experienced poets that had never done
a live reading, alJ the participants at the
Poetry Showcase and Open Mic took to.
the stage and put on an amazing show.
Co-sponsored by the Office of
Student Life, the Institute for Women's
and Gender Studies, the Women's
Resources Center and Prizm, the event
on March 2 was lacking in support early
on ..
At 7 p.m., the Pilot House felt about
as full as the stands at UM-St. Louis
sporting events. By the time the showcase began, however, about 30 to 40
people were clustererl around the stage.
It h ~d the feel of an inviting coffee
house.
Even though the showcase stmted
about a half bour later than it was schedtued to, it was well worth the wait. Host
Nailah Diallo kicked off the evening
with a brief overview of the history of
Women's History Month. She then started the open mic portion with a reading
of her poem "Beautiful".
The crowd was a little stiff, not
knowing what exactly was in store, bur
DialJo's performance warmed them not
only to her but to the stage. It was a commanding performance by a gifted artist.
The atmosphere created by Difillo's .
performance was one of openness
because of the confidence Diallo exuded
as she spoke words filled with passiC,lll
and empowerment. She fmished the
poem with the lines, "Behold it is the
universe, and it is the only thing greater
than yourself." .
It seemed to take any pressure off
performers because she did not set the
bar, She instead opened the door for
expression and shming. The open mic
performers that followed her continued'
to display the passion that infuses p0Ctry
as an expression of the spirit, emotion
and soul of the writer.
The featured performer Liquid
Moon, who is also known as LiquidXun,
took the show to another level. Her energy filtered through the room as she ran a
lap or so around the stage.
The tall, lanky six-f oot figure

focused
the attention of the
spectators.
When she spoke,
her words flowed
freely. Maybe it was
the laps j ogged
around the stage before
beginning that loosened
things up, but more likely
the words flowed because
of their sincerity.
Liquid Moon performed
three poems and one short skit.
She was inspired to add'a poem
based on a reading by an earlier
perfOlmer. Her frrst piece was written "specificalJy about women," but
Liquid Moon h'ad not performed it in
six years.
The performance had no rust on it, as
the poem had more of a hip-hop feel to
it from the beginning lines, "Hey yo, let
me drop the joint, let me get right to the
point. Upon the minds of the enlightened I will anoint, the truth about ~our
womanhood, the struggle of our personhood ... "
To audience member Tilnise Scott,
the showcase "wa') so refreshing. The
novices were great." Scott ha5 attended
several pOetry performances, but said
that the UM:St. L ouis showcase stood
apart from some of the other shows. She
said that it was "nice that people were
truly expressing instead of just performing."
The night was flIled with reality, and
not some dressed up version of reality.
The performers spoke truthfully about
themselves and life. 1l1is is something
that does not always happen,
As Liquid Moon said right before
opening up her performance, "You gotta
like set your stage y ou know, and own it
and use a') much of it as possible." All
the perfonners did just that.
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MOVIE REVIEW

INTERVIEW WITH THE DIRECTOR

Director discusses personal
links in his harrowing of film
Interestingly, "Lives of Others' has
received a positive audience response
Film Critic
in the fonner East Gennany, where
post-screening question-and-answer
Writer/director
Florian
von session have turned into tearful outDonnersmarck set his dramatic thriller pourings of personal tales of Stasi misabout East German surveillance treatment., according to the director.
"Lives of Others" in 1984, not as a ref"U1rich Muhe, Sebastian Koch and
erence to George Orwell's novel about . 1 toured the former GDR for two
an oppressive government but because . weeks when the film was released and
of his personal knowledge of East we were deeply touched by people's
Germany at that tin1e. Still, the setting reactions. "
is apt.
The idea for this film came to him
"Both my parents were from the while he was in fIlm schooL Listening
east (in Germany), so we would some- to a Beethoven piano sonata, he sud. times visit them in the East. And living denly remembered that he had heard
in West Berlin, we had to travel once that Lenli) had told his friend
through East Gernlany to go anywhere Maxim Gorky that Beethoven's
in the West," said von Donnersmarck, "Appassionata" was his favorite piece
in a recent interview at the Tivoli of music but that he could not listen to
Theater.
it any more because it made him too
The writer/director stopped in St. inclined to avoid the violence revoluLows on a publicitY tour, before head- tion needed.
ing out the Los Angeles for the Oscars.
An image then suddenly sprung
His film "Lives of Others" won the into von Donnersmarck's head, of "a
Oscar for Best Foreign Film.
man in a depressing room, with earFlorian von Donnersmarck is a phones on his head, expecting to hear
striking figure in person. He is about words against his beloved ideology but
six foot, six inches tall, thin, with wild, instead hearing music so beautiful and
wavy light-brown hair that seems to powerful that he re-thinks that ideolowant to stick straight up. Although he gy."
is German, he speaks English with a
"1 knew I was on to something ...
. (1) .then sat down and wrote the story
flawless American accent.
"I lived in New York for about six for "Lives Of Others" in less than three
years when I was growing up," he said. hours," said the director.
He was about eleven when he was livHowever, it tDok much longer to
ing in West Berlin in 1984, which was bring a finished script to the screen, as
an isolated island. of democratic rule the writer/director felt that only' meticsurrounded by the Soviet-dominated, ulous research would give the fIlm the
communist German Democratic power and truthfulness it needed.
While the characters in von
Republic (GDR), the official name of
DDnnersmarck's film are fictional, the
East Gennany.
"I remember how when we went to history is real and he felt that accuracy
visit relatives in the East (GenTIany), was essential.
they would always be looking around,
The writer/director did extensive
as if they were afraid to be seen with research. Artists were particularly the
us," he said. ''The idea that adults targets of the Stasi, and von
could be afraid like that seemed so sur- Donnersmarck interviewed as many as
prising to us as children back then," he he could find and 'read biographies and
said referring to hinlself and his broth- histories.
er.
He also poured over Stasi records
He said that is seemed as if the Stasi and interviewed ex-Stasi, some of
were thc adults and adults he knew in whom still see nothing wrong with
the cast were children. One incident what they did, according to the direcparticularly stuck in his memory. "One tor.
time when my mother was crossing the
This
is
Florian
von
border, the guards stopped her and held Donnersmarck's first feature film as
her for hours, even strip-searching her. director. although he has directed shOlt
The idea that someone cDuld do films and did,attend film schooL
that to my mother was astounding to
He also studies Russian language
me," he said. adding that his mother and literature at St. Petersburg and polwas visibly frightened after that inci- itics, philosophy and economics at
dent. which had a profound effect on Oxford University.
him, and taught him a lesson about
While the film's characters are fic~
totalitarian govenmlcnts.
tional, actor Ulrich Muhe's personal
1984 was also a year when East experiences under the Stasi were eerily
Gelmany was particularly nnder close to the playwright., which Muhe's
Soviet influence and the year before charl),cter is spying on.
Mikhail Gorbachev took power in the
Ulrich was a big star of East
Soviet Union.
Gelman theater. After re-unification,
Von Donn~rsmarck noted that most he asked to look at his Stasi files ,
Gelman films about East Germany which were open to anyone who had
since the fall of the Berli.n Wall and the been a citizen of GDR.
reunification of Germany have been
.He discovered that four members
comedies, Dften with a sweetly nostal- his theater group had been spying on
gic tone.
him. Most surprisingly, he also found
Von Donnersmarck thinks there is a out that his wife of six years, a famous
danger in this nostalgic view of East actress of the East, was a Stasi
Germany. He told of a German writer informer and had been even before
and theater director who recently they married and throughout their marasked his students if East Gennany had riage.
been a dictatorship.
Now she is his ex-wife but they
The students responded "no" and were still married at the time and he
even expressed surprise at the ques- believed they had a good mani.agc. So
tion, even thought that goverrunent he divorce.d her.
itself acknowledged its totalitarian staWhen people ask Ulrich how he
tus in referring to itself by the prepared for the role (in "Lives of
Communist telm "dictatorship of the Othen:"), he always answers '1 rememproletruiat. ,.
bered.'
By CATE MARQUIS

Pboras CoW1eSy WIIIII< rottenJomaloeS.com

Sebastian Koch plays Georg Dreyman and Martina Gedeck plays Christa·Maria Sieland in 'Uves of Others.'

Oscar-winning.' ives of Others' takes
peek inside the minds of secret police
By

CATE MARQUIS

'Lives of
Others'
recently won
an Oscar for
best foreign
film at the
Academy
Awards
Sunday, Feb.

...;-0-- - -. - -.-.. . "._-_ ... _-_._-_._ .. _-

Film Critic

"The Lives of Others," the
German-language dr1una that just won
the Oscar for Best Foreign film, is
both a gripping human drama and a
taut, white-knuckled psyohological
thriller. Suspenseful, riveting, timeless
and timely, ''The Lives of Others" is
essential cinema viewing.
.While it nosed-out the betterknown "Pan's Labyrinth" for the
Academy Award, both are outstanding
films, among the best produced last
year. "The Lives of Others" just
opened ' this .week at the Plaza
Frontenac Cinema but this outstanding film about the fOID1er East
Germany's secret police is not to be
missed and, hDpefully, will soon be as
popular as the better-known dark fantasy.
This film mncerns the gradual disillusionment of an officer in the East
Gennan secret police, the Stasi, he
becomes absorbed in the lives of the
artists on which he is spying. This catand-Qlouse thtiITer foc~ on SIJ,~t
cessful East German playwright
Georg Dreyman (Sebastian Koch) and
Capt. Gerd Wiesler (1Jlrich Mul1e) ,
the Stasi officer assigned to. spy on
him.
The historical but fictional stDry
takes place in East Berlin in 1984, five
years before the fall of the WalL A t the
tin1e, there is no sign of the coming
fall of the Berlin Wall, only the pervasive East Gennan state. The Stasi
were much-feared and used a network
of tbousands of infonnants to carry
out their goal to "know everything
about the lives of others." Anyone
who acted or spoke too freely became
therr targets, especially artists.
Dreyman is noted for his loyalty to
the communist East German state but
is put under surveillance anyway.
Wlesler, a top Stasi interrogator, is a
true-believer, a humorless, exacting
man who lives for the State and his
ideology.
While Wiesler is an unwavering
ideologue, not all around him in government are. The order to spy on
Dreyman has more to do with the
Minister's interest in his beautiful, star
actress girltiiend Christa-Maria
Sieland (Martina Gedeck) , than real
suspicions about Dreyman's loyalty.
Over time, events begin to change
both Dreyman and Wiesler, especially

25. The film
is currently
playing at
the Plaza
Frontenac
Cinema.

as

after Dreyni.an's theater director friend
Albert Ierska (Volkmar Kleinert)
commits s uicide after yeatS of.~l.ac'Ji.
listing. Listening in to the intimate
details DfDreymah's life with ChristaMaria, ~eir parties, their friends, their
conversations, their music, their 1m/emaking, leads the Stasi officer ~o reevaluate his own
The Lives of'
life.
Interestingly,
in the years after
the Berlin Wall
feU, most of the
films about East Director: Florian
Germany have Henckel von
been comedies, Donnersmarck
often with a
sweetly nostalgic Stars: Sebastian
twinge. This is Koch and Ulrich
the first German Muhe
.film to deal with
the' reality of living with the Stasi's
pervasive presence, the oppressiveness of the 'totalitarian government.,
and the effects of government spying
Dn its own people.
.
MOOe is astDunding as the emotionless Wiesler, who speaks volun1es
with his eyes as he guides the audience through the film's emotional,
political and moral transfonnations.
This remarkable performance is the
heart of the film in many ways, and it
is reason alone to see the film.
Other acting pertonnances are also
so-ong, . particularly Gedeck as

Others

*****

Christa-Maria., who finds herself
trapped'in an emotio.nally devastating
conflict Koch is al affecting as th
playwright who can no longer sta
silenl
•
Real events and real-life connections infuse the film with some of its
power. Muhe was a renovmed theater
star in East Berlin before the Wall
came dmlln. After the Berlin Wall fell
and re-unification, the Stasi files
became available to fonner residents
of East Gelman who wished to see
them.
When MOOe requested his files, he
discovered not only that he had been
under surveillance but also that his
own wife was a Stasi informant,
something he had never suspectecL
Muhe did not reveal this bit of personal infOlmation to the film's director
until shooting started.
Writer/director
Florian
von
Donnersmarck did extensive research
on the Stasi prior to filming. His wellwritten script is full of twists and
heart-stopping surprises, as well as
moving, gripping drama. A first-tm1e
director, von Donnen:marck has created a masterful film and shows an
unening touch in pacing and building
both suspense and emotional POWeL
Von Donnersmarck himself had
personal connections with the. subject
of the film. His family was originally
from East Germany, and although he
grew up in the West, he remenlbers

GETS THEAURENALINE GOING.
YOURS ANDW:HOEVER REA SABOUT
IT ON lOUR RESUME.

childhood visits to East Berlin, where
tensions wer~ sometimes palpable.
, It i!iJ<lQtju--t tile fi.r.st-'tate acting.and
the gripping ript that give thi film
its power, but i relentl attention to
details and hi 'torical accuracy. Many
of thc props are the genuine thing.
The machine that steam open 600
envelopes a minutes were the real
ones, borroweD from historical collections. The disturbing technique of collecting a "scent sample," to be used by
tracking dogs, by preserving a cushion
on which a suspect. sat during interrogation was a real technique of the
Stasi secret police, confinned by exStasi themselves.
The photography and music al<;Q
lend power to the film. The film's usc
of washed-out colon: to recreate their
world helps create the aunosphere of
oppression, and i_ aided by the haunting score.
Every >eene is beautiful shot lUld
the pacing keeps tensions hi gh.
Composer Gabriel Yared' music is
simply hatmting. infusing every scene
with the right mood of tension or
longing. Yet, it is often Muhe 's still
face and haunted eyes that tell the
story of the scenes.
The Oscar-winning ''The Lives of
Others" is a powerfuL moving drama,
and a reminder Df a too-recent past
and a cautionary tale about the corrosive effect on people's live ' of govemments that spy on their own people.
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Invites you to an advance
. scr eening of

Visit The Current at
www.thecurrentonline.com
to find out how you can
pick up a pass to see
Pas.>es are available on a firsl·come, first· served basis.
No purchase necessary. While supplies last.
Employees of all promotional partners and their agencies
are not eligible. One pass per person. This iilm is
rated R for strong graphic violence and some language:

lio find out more about Army ROTO's leader's Training Course call the Army ROTC Department
at 314·935-5521; 5537 or 5546. You may also visit our web-site at www.rotc.wustl.edu
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J OHN DALTON ,
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The man did not w,mt to wait for
those law to occur. so he offered
Dalton or his friends $ 10,000 [0 travel
to the mainland to find the woman,
marry her, bring her back to Taiwan,
divorc her and [urn her over to the
businessman, because it was legal for
an American, Canadian or European
to marry a citizen of China,
Dalton believed that going through
such an elaborate ordeal was not only

outrageous, but also very complicated
and time consuming. However, he
thought that such an idea would make
an excellent plot for a novel, and thus
it became the main premise for
"Heaven Lake."
. Once the main idea was set for the
book, Dalton invented his characters
to take the places of him and his
friends so that the story could be earned out how he saw fit.
.

For many writers, the most cornplicated part of coming up with a book is
going through publications. Writers
usually have a long road to travel
down, by either maldng mUltiple COfrections to a single manuscript or by
trying to pass completely different stories. For Dalton, this took seven years.
Dalton sajd, ''rye never written a
novel before and it's a very difficult
undertaking. You make lots of mis-

takes - mistakes that cost you lots of
time, and over time most people give
up."
The book was finally sold in June
of 2002, and was published a year and
a half later in APlil 2004 and distributed later in book stores. "Heaven
Lake" was nominated and won Barnes
and Noble"s Discover Great New
Writers award for fiction in March
2004, and was promoted by the book-

store for an entire year afterward.
Prior to the release of his book,
Dalton has Written several short stories and has been working on writing a
new novel over the past few years.
The new book was descfibed as
taking place at a summer camp for
adults with mental disabilities in 1975.
No working title on the new story is
currently available.
Dalton said the act of writing was

LITMAG,

HOT SHOT HOCKEY TEAM

--- - -

often pleasurable and enjoyable, but
deterrents and bardshlps made the
undertakiTIg a difficult journey.
Dalton teaches a variety of writing
and English courses on campus,
including a fiction workshop for graduate students of the Missouri 'Student
Association, as well as a techniques
class for the contemporary novel for
people who wish to know how to
write their own books_

from page 7

The launch party is an opportuni- read past issues to see what kind of
ty to get people to read "Litmag" writing has been published. The
and to inform them about entering editors of "Litrnag" are not looking
for any particular style in any of the
their own work for the next issue.
Since submissions are anony- genres, so long as ",liters pay attenmous to the editors during the selec- : don to language and content.
Wood mentioned that more photion process, "all submissions
should include a cover page with tography and art submissions would
contact information such as name, be welcqme_ .
e-mail address and phone number,"
Entries with a cover letter can be
said Wood. The cover page would dropped- off into a box next to the
then be removed from the submis- English Department office, or sent
. through e-mail to submit_2_
sion itself.
Wood also suggests that anyone LitMag@Y<00o.com.
interested in submitting to "Litmag"

CERTIFICATE,

from PC!ge 7

• With majors like Anthropology, . shape their certificate aroUnd that,"
.
Psychology or Criminology, it can she said.
Some students, however, do not
be difficult to discern how the
Writing Certificate can help direct- have a lot of time for the Writing
ly. A Special Topics class calle.q Certificate, mentioned Allison.
Writing Autobiographies may be Engineering majors, for instance,
beneficial to Anthropology majors, already have so many hours that
but is only offered intermittently, they have to take, so taking five
Allison said.
'
extra classes is not always feasible.
Allison works with stndents of However, as already mentioned,
the Social Sciences to glean what students can obtain their Writing
their interests are while working out Certificate after graduation.
Students interested in pmsuing a
which courses would be best for
Writing Certificate can contact
them.
"I ask them what they are plan- Jeanne Allison at 5.16-5587 or
ning to do with their major, We allisonjea@umsl.edu.

from page 3

CURATOR VOT~,

Jake Shepard scores two goals while fighting off an injured hip against Washington University on Sunday night during the regional
semi-finals. The Rivermen inline hockey t eam received the title of regional champs Sunday.

BRADY,

from page 1

11u. may also be th end of the road
for furure cases si milar to Brady's if
the Missouri legislature approves legislation conceming whether a university can be su'd for punitive damages
under hunlan rights violations.
S en . . John Loudin is sponsoring
Senate Bill 532, whicb modifies the
state 's human rights law. The hearing
is scheduled for March 5.
Loudin said the reason for the
changes is because it presents a new
insurance risk for employers.
"Basical ly, the money is coming out of

schools and iqto attorney. ' pockets,"
Loudin silid.
Brady· disagreed with the changes, .
saying those risks are not the intent of
legislators who wrote the act.
Brady initially filed a charge of age
discrimination with the MissoUli
Commission of Human Rights in May

1998.
According to the bill summary,
SB532 changes the defuutiDn of discrimination in the human rights law
from "unfair treatment based on race,
color, religion, national origin, ances-

try, sex, age, disability orJamilial status" to "adverse actions motivated by"
such factors.
The bill also removes "persons
directly acting in the interest of an
employer" from the definition, and
"bars punitive aM exemplary damage
awards against public entities for
human rights violations.
''They're saying it's ail right to discriminate in the private sector, but not
okay in the public sector. The law
should be the same in both cases," he
said.

The bill received a second read and
referred to the judiciary and civil
& criminal jurisprudence committee
Feb. 21.
As for the future of Brady's case,
the University has one possible appeal,
where the ir,lstitution can ask the U.S.
Supreme COLut to hear the case, "but
they probably have no interest in it,"
Do.bson said.
The case will be returned to a trial
court,. Dobson said, to determine how
much the University owes Brady for
back pay and benefits . .
w a~

Brady Lawsuit limeline
1985: UMSL
hires Brady as
Rivermen head
baseball coach

June 1999: UMSL
fires Brady for a
period of three,
months

April 2000: Brady
files second charge
of discmrination.

July 2002: Brady

January 2005: St.

February 2007: '

accepts part-time
position of coach .•

Louis County Court
awards Brady
$1.275 million

Mo. Supreme Court
tosses out
University's appeal.

Several versions of the student
curator vote bill have been around in
the Missouri legislature for a while.
Block said certain legislators and
. administrators . "have stood in the way
of passing it, saying the student doesn't
have enough experience or it's a conflictof interest" in that stUdents may
vote on items affecting their professors.
UM curators passed a resolution in
January 2006 announcing their oppoilion to the student representativehaving a vote.
ill response to the opposition,
Block said past student curators have
shown the experience necessary. As
for the conflict of interest argument,
Block said, "most of the faculty issues
are handled at the campus level and
students can choose to abstain."
Kelford said she believes the bills
do not make progress because legislators place them on the back burher.
"It's a small issue for most legisla-

BRIGHT FLIGHT,

. tors. To them, it's one vote on one
board but it's giving a voice to about
63,<XXJ students in ihe UM system,
who will be affected and that's not
always seen by legislators."
Block added that student cmators
usually ·go through a more elaborate
selection process than other curators . .
When Kerford applied for student
curator in April 2005, she was interviewed along with nine other candidates first by the s_tudent government
president
Then seven candidates were chosen
for interviews by the 12 members of
the illtercampus Student Council,
which chose three candidates to be
interviewed by an aide to Gov. M'att
Blunt
The Missouri Student Association
at Columbia started accepting applications for student curator last month.
Kerford will talk about her position
as student curator in a forum in
Columbia March 16.

from page 3

"You have to look at it in a couple
of points of view," Dodd said. "The
purpose of Bright Flight is to keep
Missouri's students here. It is beneficial to the state in a number of ways."
ASUM has begun working in
earnest on the issue, Dodd said, and
bpth of ASUM's interns are lobbying
in Jefferson City to get the measure
passed.
"It's something we all agreed is
. beneficial," Dodd said.

"

The issue is one ASUM has. long
championed, Dodd said, and ASUM
will continue its efforts to increase the
scholarship amount.
"As far as ASUM is concerned,
there
two things we work on
proactively," Dodd said. "If we feel
strongly about something, we are
going to work for it. Then there are
things we happen to hear about and
find opportunities to support, or conversely: oppose."

are

SGA, from page 1

__

-_. ._- --.-- - - ----_.
May 1998: Brady files first charge
of discrimination under the Missouri
Rights Human Law after Schuster
sen ds goals that Brady and older
coa ches ·must reach or else they
would be forced to resign.

Sept. 1999:
Brady gets
reh ired as fu lltime coach.

June 2002: Schuster and
Dolan inform Brady he will be
cut to part-time with 50
percent pay reduction,

..

November 2006: Appellate
Court Judge Nanette Baker
rules against the University's
appeal and approves a counterappeal by Brady that University
must pay legal fees.

DRAG SHOW,
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THE CURRENT IS SEEKING
APPLICATIONS FOR THE
2007·2008

5p;(Jj 1?t16

·,t,

."I1,V"\

·1thc [nrrrnt

Editor-i.n~Chief
• Applications will consist of.a resume; cover All applicants will be invited to an interview
letter, and three letters of recommendation ..
in front of The Current staff. .
The interview will be facilitated by the cur.
rent Editor-in.-Chief.
• The deadline for applications
to be handed in is
Friday March 16, 2007 at 5pm
After this process the applicants will be
interviewed again by the Publications board.
,
. Then a deciSion will be made.
• The applications 'need to be se<nt to
Adam D. Wiseman in 388 MSC.
All applicants must have d 2.0 Cum·mulative
GPA and must have completed.9 hours at
• Any questions can be emailed to
adw42c@umsl.edu
.
UMSL.
The Current is an equal opportunity employer

-~ -

. The SGA resolution wished Floyd
well . in his new position with the
Washington State system, as well as
any future endeavors.
In other business, Ted Gatlin, junior, political science, was nominated
and then voted in by the assembly on

- .---. - - - - - - --

as the new vice chair, replacU;g .
Michelle Landeau, senior, history,
who moved to the position of chair
after the resignation of Thomas Helton
as Vice President of SGA created open
positions. Keky Siddall, the former
chair, was named vice president.

from page 1

The talent portion of the show from
the
Moulin
Rouge.
was comprised predominately of Gracemarie Ritter, sophomore,
lip sync and dance performances, biology, who performed weird Al
and highlighted with an encore per- Yankovich's "White and Nerdy,"
formance from the winners of last came in second place.
year"s show, Brian Rails, senior,
Winners were awarded ribbons
business administration , and Emily and attendants of the free event
Ewings, junior, theater and dance.
were given t-shirts commemorating
The question and answer-session · the theme of the night, "Get
that followed the performances Stuffed" .
required every contestant to have a
The contestant~ were judged by
wear a formal outfit different than a group of faculty, staff and stuthe one in which they performed.
dents including John Klein, '
The first place winner of this Director of Residential Life, Jamie
year's contest was Jonathan Linsin, counseling services, and
Squires, freshman', undeclared, who Student Government l'\ssociation
performed a duo, dressed as a duo, Comptroller Shanna Carpenter.

Now you can look forward to Mondays.
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OR lIH ... aTS
NATIONAl ENDOWMENT f

OPIllA llON

HOMECOMING

(o-sponsored by

,

A1'J'U~Tica

at a Crossroads, airing April 15-20 on KETC/Channel 9,

is a major public television event that explores the challenges
confronting the world post 9/11. Prior to its television airing,
joil1 us for the St. Louis prenliere of Operation Homecoming,

a documentary in the America at a Crossroads initiative that

..

Operation Homecoming:
iraq, Afghanistan, and
the Home Front, in the
Words of u.s. Troops
and Their Families is
available at Louisiana
Purchase, the Missouri
History Museum's shop . .

. .explores the searing flfsthand accounts of American troops '
through their ovrnwords

~

fIction, verse, letters, essays and

personal journals. Combining interviews and dramatic readings,
the fIlm transforms this remarkable collection of writing into a
, deep exanlination of life on the ·front lines.

M issouri
Historical
Society
(314)746-4599 • www.mohistory.org

Afte~

the documentary, enjoy a panel discussion moderated

by Patrick Murphy: KETC.

.~
'WI PBS.

II
~=""'
-~
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SCHWARTZ,

CLASSIFIED ADS
. Classified ads are free for students, faculty and staff. To place an ad, please send your ad (40 words or less) your nam~ and student or
employee number to thecurrent@ums! edu or call 5! 6-53 ! 6

HELPWANTED
Attention College Students
Part-time work . $12 base/appt. Flex.
Schedules . Customer sales/service.
Scholars hip,opportunities. No experience
necessary. Call: 3 14-997-7873
SPORT OFFICIALS / REFEREES
CAMPUS REC OFFICIA LS needed this f all
for intramura l flag footba ll. soccer. ultimate frisb ee & vo lleyball . Afternoon and
evening games . $10/game. Knowledge
& interest in the sport is required. Apply •
in t he Rec. Office, 203 MT. 516-5326.
Earn $800-$3200 a month to drive bra nd
new cars with ads placed on them.
. 'NWW.adcarkeycom

The University Child Development
Center is seeking individuals who are
interested in working in our infant/toddler room on a t emporary basis. The
position is for 30-40 hours per week. If
you are interested please cal l Amy Tenney
at 314-516-5658 or via e-mail at tenneya@msx.umsl.edu
Rush Sigma Pi Fraternity.
Would you like to find out all
the grea t benefits to joining this
grea t organization7 Call Joel @
636.699.6142. Or check out the
website: httpJf.Nww. umsl.edU/-sigmapi/

.FOR SALE

FOR RENT

House For SaleH!
Beaut iful Belnor/Greendale area .
2bdr - 1bth (possibly 3bdr)
New ly remodel~ kitchen .
Spacious backyard.
Seconds from UMSl'! I
For f urther information call Rachelle Smith
314-766-9920.

S425/Month
Second floor one bedroom apartment for
rent in south city near tower grove park.
Apartment has updated kitchen and
bathroom including new applia nces.
Also includes central air. off street
parking. and coin operated laundry.
Please call 314-960-5563 for moe
information.

• Great opportunity. Motivated students
to assist Nat ional Honor Society in registeri ng and acting as local officers.
3.0 GPA req uired. Contact :
VPDevelopment@phisigmatheta .org

Looking for creative Idaas for your wodding or just 'trting to
find affordable fDllab/6 vendors? Check out the consulting
pBckagg. Want SOIf1eof19 thn on your big day to SH fJtat
everythIng gats done, then tM COOt'dinating packago is just
. for you. Thef9 also is a "plan it all" package for the out of
town or busy bride. Either way you go you can be sura you
will have someone worldng hard to giw you tho wedding of
yourdfQ8!"S.------ . · · - - - - -

The Current Advertising 516-5316

SluoentlH]

-

ABSOLUTELY BEAUTIFUL
WEDDINGS
College Student Discount
15% off price
.(must sign contract as a college s

I~[I SH~~

Sal'licing Sl. Louis. Sl

Make $1 0 per Hour
or MORE!

Char~,

Sf 'r

fIC(J~.

Counties

Tel: 3-14-41 2·3448
Websh: www.ab·weddings.com

WWWLstu .ent-s-tters.com

OKS!

Drin/{ lIeroillife Uffoff for
energy, clarity, and mental
focus 'for those eJlilmS,
worlfouts and P4pers
call 314.809.5175

Become.an campu5 Repr ntaUve for UM..stlouls.
No eiling r qulred. all materials provided; Receive
up to
00 In Book and lUHlon Scholarshl
Great for stui:l nt groups looking for Fundrals r'

UIIIJW.getliftoffnow.com/stephena

email: repS@envirotextb

be a good poet and a good writer of fiction. It just didn't tum out that way," he
said.
Schwartz has been teaching in the
English department at UM-St. Louis
since 1970. A graduate of Washington
Univeruty, he worked his way up from
being a le.::turer to a full-time professor
through his publications.
Schwartz
teaches
English
Ljteratlm~, Jewish Literature and is
involved in the Master of Fine Arts
program. He also helped create the
MFA program with David Carkeet.
The MFA program is for graduates
who want to earn the equivalent to a
Ph.D. in creative writing.
In the MFA program, Schwartz
teaches the poetry writing workshop
and Magic Realist Fiction, which is a
workshop and literature class"
"1 divide my time between lit.
courses and creative writing and
between Western literature and Jewish
literature." said Schwartz.
Schwartz is currently working on
"Classic Jewish Folktales," a selection
of his fuur colleCtions of Jewish folktales which will be released in 2008.
"'When I finish that, I'd like to go
back to writing original short stories. I
see that as the next phase," · said
Schwartz.
The best advice he can give to
future writers is to take writing courses.
'The motto is: A writer writes," said
Schwartz. "Being a writer is a very
hard job. Alot of times, you're by yourself."

from page 6
--~~--------------~--------------
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"It's my proof that there is Jewish
mythology," said Schwartz. "Tree of
Souls" has 670 · myths, sources and
commentaries carefully arranged in ten ·
categories.
"I went ~ugh the entire literature
of Judaism , which is enormous. That's
why it took 12 years. But I was able to
make a very convitlcing case that there
is a Jewish mythology," he said.
Despite previously winning the
Jewish Book Award for two of his clrildren's books, Schwartz is the most
proud of his Jewish Book Award for
"Tree of Souls."
'This was a very serious, scholarly
adult book, so I was very happy. It was
the award that meant the most," said
Schwartz, who gained his ~nse of
Jewish pride from his father.
"I feel like I'm a lew by osmosis .
My father had a very strong sense of
being Jewish and I picked it up," he
said.
.
"I've learned to explain material in
an accessible rnan.iler and that 1'm
doing good work this way. It's something. that I can feel good about," he
said.
.
Schwartz says that religion bas a lot
of dimensions to it. "Most people
believe that the only book in Je'Wlsh literature is The Bible and that's it,"
Schwartz said. "It turns out ·that there's
an enormous library."
Schwartz said that it was not his
original goal to specialize in Jewish titerature.
"I didn't plan it. My goal was just to

BOOKS,

absolutetyb~autifulweddingS@gmail.com
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ks.com.

v.fWY.J.e-virotextbooks.com

Much of the work behind the set)ing up and coordination of these spe...cial occasions comes from bookstore
faculty member Mary Ann Corbett.
On the days when book signings
take place, the event usually bappens
on campus that will provide adequate
space for congregation. Book signings are typically held in the UM-St.
Lows bookstore, but may be scheduled in other places like the Pilot
House.
.
Anyone is welcome to attend book
signings. Guests ar~ welcome to partake in conversation with the authors,
faculty members and among each
other. Refreshments like food and

music and other activities.
"It's good PR for the store, brings
people ill and shows that we're not
just about selling 'expensive textbooks. ' We appreciate the campus
community who attends these book
events," said Gloria Schultz, Director
of Auxiliary Services.
Books, novels and even cornie
books have been featured at gatherings. Many authors that engaged in
the book signings have been local
writers or writers who have been
invited back to promote another book.
The bookstore will participate with
several authors in an event called
'The Big Read" in Clayton, Mo. this
summer.

DAY AND EVEN.NG SERVERS

HOST/HOSTESS
FLEXlB1.E SCHEDULES AND
GREAT ONE¥I
MUST B!: EXPERIENCEO. YOU C
APPLY
(N Pal SON AT

71 9 N, S ECO D ST.
CALL 314-2-11-8877 FOR MORE INFO

U.S. Cel!ular® gets me ... so I can always get the score.
~

¥

Trivia Night

Skyzone Dodgeban

Weightllftlng

Date: 2122
Time: Wed 7p·10p
Place: Provincial House
Sign up by: V20
Division: Open

Date: 3n
Time: Thurs 7:00-9pm
Place: Skyzone
Sign up by: 3/1
Division: Open

Date: 3/8
Time: Thurs1-4pm
Place: MT Weight Room
Sign up by: Just Be t here
Division: M &: W

One ITll!dium I-topping pizzQ
&. ~ 20 oz. bottle of Coke'

~ 20 oz. bottleCh.,.y
of

~

OM srn~1J !.topp. Ihi( pizza, on~ S!ide item
(Blrrad g,lol(g,
B,.~d or Cihn~ StI.t ) &a
Co~'

.u. One medium 1-lopping pizza &.

OM

.

~ S!ilkitgmIB...rt ~m, C'-i BlO'Id ",Cjnn:l!!ti.<l

~. Two ~m~1I I-tO\lpin& piZ2~~
~4. One Gatd2~ ~tesh ~I Rd, BtAAd ~fick!:
~ & a 20 02. bottle of Co!<e'

~ 10 pc. Domih!l's Pim Buffllio Qhickeh
~ KiC~t~' at Buthlo Wihg~ & Btlllld ~tick!:

Table Tennis
Qate: 2127
Time: Tues 6:30-9pm

Place: 221 Mark Twain
Sign up by : 2122
Division: W & M

Basketball
Date: 318
Time: Thurs 6:30·9pm
Place: Mt Gym
Sign up by : 3'1
Division: CoEd

Badminton
Date: 3/10
Time: Sat 10arn-1pm
Place: MT Gym
Sign up by: 3/8
Division: Open

Get your UMSl news fast

edition of The Current .
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Sn

hots atjasonlove.com

lIeapS Rock"
Barry, tell the class who
Abraham Lincoln was.

MAXIMO
PREDICTS
Horoscopes' for
March 5 - March 11
Aries

March 21-April /9
This week you will waste
oxygen and take up precious
space on the planet. Just like
. you always do.

Taurus
April 20-May 20

King Crossword
*Nut'n But the funk* is drawn by Current cartoonist Rudy Scoggins.
SCONEBOROUGH

AMERICAN
HISTORY

·Sconeborough" is drawn by Cu"ent cartoonist Elizabeth Gearheart.

ACROSS

10

1 Ninny
4 La Scala solo
8 Chantilly, e.g.
12 Stern's opposite
13 Watson's
partner
14 Emblem
15 Seafood
picnic
17 Flex
18 Yuletide
refrain
19 Reacts to
yeast
20 Spread
outward
22 Dressed
24 Remark re
Yorick
25 Suggested
29 lie liP the
phone
30 Intonation
~1 Environmentfriendly
32 Cold symptom
34 Injury
35 Guy
36 Resentment
37 Man of

42
46
47
48

operator
Memento
Pealed
Relax.ation
Suburb of
Melboume

May2/-June2 1

Phew, Oak Hall was safe
from your flood of zit ooze. It
is a good thing you decided to
stay home last Wednesday.

Cancer
June 22-July 22

49

49 Discourteous

50 Screwy
51 Needle

feature
DOWN
1 "The View"
network
2 The sun
3 Tchaikovsky
classic

Road"
5 Verifiable
6 Sort
7 Pub reques1
8 Freudian
subject

9 Dogfight
30 Despot
battlers
33 Pop out
34 Hastens .
10 Traffic pylon
11 Tackles'
36 Organ parts
teammates
37 Kitten's
comment
16 Old birds of
New Zealand 38 Birthright
barterer
19 Engrossed
20 Emulates
39 See to
Simon
40 "- we forger
42 Now he's .
21 BJueprint
22 ~ rasier's.,IaSiI _ _..t:IalfOj,s:s..rQ4;IQQ-j-",
43 Perfume-label
name
word
23 Protrac;ted
25 Dr. McGraw
44 Indispensable
26 Salt shaker? 45 Ram's mate
27 Beige
28 Cupola

e 2006 King FeatureS S)'nd .. Inc.

SYNDICATED CARTOON

Actually, I didn't use my powers to see th at you r wore ugly
pants two weeks ago. All you
ever wear are ugly pants. My
powers do tell me it would be
wise of you to go shopping for
some new clothes on Friday.

Leo

July HA ug. 22
. I see a bright·colored bird
and magical fruity tastes in
your future. That or I ate fruit
Loops for breakfast.

Virgo
A!!!Z; 23-Se t 22

Saturday will be the perfect
day for you to take a relaxing
little trip. The rest of us would
really enjoy the time when
you're away.

libra
Sept. 23·0ct. 22

Weekly SUDOKU

·Shakeia's Hair Salon* is drawn by Current cartoonist Sherry Holman

I don't think filling your wallet with Playdoh will help your
situation. As a matter of fact, I
know it won't because I can
predict the future, duh.

Gemini

8eat~··

41

11

by Linda This,tle

I predict you I'lili shave your
back hair this week, Libra
ladies. And Libran fellas, you
will help them and collect the
hair to cover up that bald spot
you deny exists on the back of
your head .

Scorpio
Oct. 23 - Nov. 2/

1

7

2
2

8

4

7

1

5

You will meet a stranger
tomorrow, by stranger I mean
someone stranger than you. I
didn't think such a person
existed. You're so weird, how
could someone be weirder
than you?

Sagittarius

5

6

2

3

9
1
2

Do you feel your news is a little prehistoric?

1IChr (turrent·

Get Current!
Grab the lat~
est issue
every
Monday!

2

3

5

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

3
4

7

1

8

Capricorn
Dec. 22 · jan. /9

9
4

8

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK:

***

* Moderate * * Challenging
** * HOO BOY!
© 2007 King Features Synd., inc. World rig hts reserved .

Find the answers to this week's
crossword puzzle and Sudoku at

I predict that as a result of
last week's interplanetary
interactions you will walk
funny this week. You will also
experience some major discomfort while you are in a
seated position ... or while you
are standing ... or while you
are wal ki ng, etc.

,,- -I "t+r- a.-H

You will put all of your effol1
into projects this week, and
still fail miserably because you
are a loser.

Aquarius
jan. 20 . Feb. 18

Every night this week you will
walk in on me with you r mom,
don't even begin to think the
kitchen is safe.

Pisces
Feb. 19- March 20

Your parents Coddle you too
much.
DISCLAIMER:
Maximo and all of his friends
at Maximo Predicts would like
to rem ind you to brush your
dirty teeth and eat all of your
vegetables. That way you can
grow up to be big and strong
like Maximo. Then, you can find
him and beat the snot turtles
out of him for being 50 obnoxious and stupid. You'll only be
able to do this if you eat al l of
your vegetablesand brush your
dirty teeth.
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from page 4

She was right, time is changing.
And obviollsly, change is good, bad,
ok and inevitable.
Standards of behaviors, assGcialions and ways of doing things deviate
from norms of years past. Although, I
can't forget the glory days of my
youth and hop-skotch, double-dutch
and jacks (for girls, of course).
.
Tag football, ghost man on third,
Nintendo (the first one) and "21 tip
outs" for us basketball players. No
MP3 players, we had walkmans and
CD headsets. I remember the library

BELLER iVE,

MILK,

was strictly card catalog. What was an
online source to us then') Nothing, I do
not remember online sources, because
we didn't go online.
You are probably confused because'
you do not see MySpace, Facebook
and all of those computer games and
lifestyles mentioned.
The only computer game I can
remember is Oregon Trail , and to meet
people was to get out and face them
prior.to other engagements.
I guess I just can't forget some
things as we change and become com-

puter/technology oriented. I am challenged by the new and how to uphold
the old. I miss some of the engagement';· of the past
GOO forbid you say some of the
jokes we used to say or launch our rendition of "Freshrnen day."
.
Again, times sure bave cbanged.
But, one thing hasn't changed. The
one thing that won 't change is our
memories.
Sure, they may fade and get fuzzy
a~ we age, nothing compares to the
memory of how something used to be.

These flashbacks are events of
momentary bliss of "the way hack
whens" and "good old days." Change
is surely signature of the one truth, that
if we all keep on living. we are sure to
wind up on both sides of the equation.
There are those who maryel or
reQel against the new and those who
remember the way it was. I still bear
the echoes of Billy Joel's song in my
mind "These are the times to remero,
ber! 'cause they will not last foreyer!
these are the days to hold on to/caUlle
we won't although will want to ... n

Jrorn page 6

A printed proof from the publisher is
sent to Gleason for approvnJ, winch typically occurs over the winter break.
Meanwhile, the publicity committee
works to create flyers and other advertising for the lawlCh event They are
also responsible for refresiunents. ,md
entertainment for the launch.
"I am, a~ always, amazed at the taient of the people who submitted," said
Pendleton. "In the comse of preparing a
publication like this, there is a fair

an10unt of compromise. The students in
the class come from a variety of backgrounds and academic mqjors."
."Bellerive" came into existence
when the oliginal "Litmag" folded,
according to Pendleton. A handful of
honoi'S tudents who had been involved
with "Litmag" approached . Gleason
about stalting another publication.
Gleason aid the name, "which is
French for 'beautiful river, '" was
deri ved from one of the streets ncar

where the honors college was located. foster a creative community of writers
Since the formation of "Bellerive," and artists here at UMSL and to provide
"Litrnag" was rebom as a student that community with an outlet for their
organization, Litmag II, and the class creativity while providing hands-on
Editing'1..itmag."
expe.rience in the pUblication process to
'The fact that both 'Bellehve' and the students with their associated class'Litmag' continue to t10urish only high- es," she said.
Gleason said, "I believe that the
lights the interest in and need for creative outlets geared toward undergradu- . book 'Bellerive' is very important to the
ate students at UMSL," said Pendleton. Honors College and to our campus as
'The aim of both publications and of an example of the creative spirit of so
the Litrnag IT student organization is to many of our students."

from page 5

All of this added up to a huge sur'f,he research indicates that the
trait evolved recently and spread rap- vival advantage for those who covid
idly. This trait· may be linked to the drink milk. WJth the spread of diary
lise of dairy fanning, which made the farming, those with the gene were
likely to leave more offspring than
previously-rare trait useful.
The scientists found no evidence those without the gene.
Tbe study suggests answers to
of the gene for adult lactose tolerance
among their samples, which would other questions. One of these qllesmean that widespread lactose toler- tions is which of two competing theance likely arose after the adoption of ories about the spread of dairy farmdairy farming. The ability to digest ing is correct. One hypothesis balds
milk was an adaptive trait that that Europeans were alre,ady able to
digest lactose, and that this led them
appears to have spread rapidly.
In an article in Science Now to adopt dairy farming.
The other one, the culture-historionline, researcher Mark Thomas said
that a key point of the study was that cal hypothesis, suggests that dairy
the trait had been extremely rare f<m1nng was adopted first by a small
8,000 years ago but is common population that was lucky enough to
today, which showed strong natural already ha\'e the gene for lactase per~
selection for it.
.
sistence, and that this group then
Being able to drink milk had .spread their genes and their dairy cuJmany survival benefits. Water was ture to other areas .in Europe. The
often contaminated with parasites, researchers on this study felt that
which made milk a healthier drink. they results suggested that the culturAdditionally, milk was available in a al-histOlical hypothesis is the correct
continuous supply year-round, unlike one.
The need still exists, ho\ ever, for
crop foods that can have cycles of
abundance or lack, with growing sea- more studies to tease out all .the
sons and with boom or bust years. answers to the questions about milk
drinking and human evolution.
Milk is also a nutrient-rich food.
o
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While I'm sure workers like me
were sometimes a nuisance for students II.no were bringing m yuds into
the dormitory, the task for desk clerks
was to JJe the eyes and ears for RAs
who were doing rounds in the
evenings.
We ~1Sked for identification for stu-dents who were bringing iri guests, and
had the students and his/ber guesrs sign
a ledger. Overnight guests wellO eveDtually required to fill out an extra fonn
that they had to cany \\ith them at all
times.
Keeping a written record of how
often students brought over guests
Jielped prevent a lot of the problems
that have occurred in the past year. As
a delik clerk, I was able to let the RA on
call know if a student had brought in
many guests who seemed like they
might have the potential to be.dismptive.
r also became acquainted with
guests that students would bring in on
a fairly regular basis i.vhich helped
with the issue. of strangers wandering
around the dormitories.
When I wasn't on duty, I actually
felt a lot safer knowing that there w.as
omeooe Slaying up who was looking
out for the resident as they slept.
The duties of desk clerks were
assigned to RAs the following year,
and I briefly worked as.a desk clerk on
the weekends until I decided to find
another job.
The RAs that I know have been
doing that portion of the job just as
well, but they also have a multirude of
other duties that they have to pelfonn.
Assigning this task back to students
is a step in the right direction; not only
does it create another job opportunity
for students on campus, but it alleviates the load of work. that many RAs
already have so th.at they can perform
the other portions of their job more
effectively.
"
Something that has bothered me,
however, is the fact that desk clerks
and RAs have been strangely absent
since around the start of this semester.
I honestly can't put an exact time on
. when I nc>ticed that desk clerks weren't
station~ at the front desk of my dorm,
but I know that .they haven't been
around for the past several weeks.
I have come back to my dorm past
midnight or later on weekends and
been greeted by an empty lobby.
While I welcome the return of desk
clerks (now Desk Assistants), I wonder
why a temporary security increase was
not implemented sooner in the wake of
so many problems occurring.
Furthermore, I'm also curious as to
why there was a gap of time when
there wasn't anyone watching the
entrances to buildings at all.
The plans described in you(
Febmary 26th issue of The Current are.
simply an enhanced version of an old
system and not anything revolutionary
for students who ha\;e been Jjving in
the dorms.
Why did it take bad things happening to reinstate a system that was previously working .in some capacity?
As a final word, many of the security problems that bave been occurring
in the dorms may have also been prevented by students being more watchful of their surroundings.
The task of protecting our homes
does not solely rest on the RAs and the
incoming DAs.
.
I wholeheartedly agree that they are
there to help foster a safe living environment far students, but if residents
them~elves are unwilling to repon anything suspicious going on in their
buildings, they may be inadvertently
contributing to the problem.

Veronica Henry

Motorola KRZR
Tennessee

Senior
History
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Email The Current at thecurrent@umsi.edu ar
check us out online at
www.thecurrentanline.com

